
QfAPl'ER IU, 

DIVORCE tJNDER 'mE HINDY MMRI.AGE ACT, 195§ -

a critical a&!EJ!SI!!Q\ 

The ca1cept of divorCII, thvugh not alien to the HindUs, is 

not an easily acceptable one. This has been discussed at length 

in the previous chapter. However the non acceptance of the cc:ncept 

of divorce neither meant its non existence, nor did it mean that 

the .situations akin to divorce did not arise. This perhaps wa.a' tbe 

.reason why the system gairied recognition eventually. Hindu.ism · 

eXpressly recognised monogamy, but that remained confined to the 

text books only. wives could be cut eway for no reason at all. But 

gradually, as the woman became awan of their rights, the concept 

of marriage no longer remained a matter of domination of the husband 

over the· wife and the soc.iety had to concede the right o:f divorce 

to women. '.L'herefore, when there is a marriage, divoX"Ce must be 

conceded per se. 

This chapter 1a a critical enW.yais of the laws z:ega.rding 

d.ivorce under the Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. The .a:elevanoe of this 

critique is vital to the un6erstanding of the subtle legal nuance~> 

of divorce laws but it will also be a help in the understanding of 

the socio-psycbolog.ical and econom.tc aspects of the divorce cases 

and the analysis thereof presented ·in the subaequent. chapters and 

also will serve as a Dackground. 



It cannot be denied that the society is o~nerally interested 

in maintaining the marriage bond and preserving the matrimcnial 

state with a view to protecting social stability, the family, home 

and proper growth ~and happiness of children of the marriage. Legisla-

tion for the purpose of dissolving the marriage constitutes a 

departure from that primary principle and the legialature is utre-
. 

mely circumspect in setting forth the grounds on which the marriage 

may be dissolved. The history of ul.l matrimonial legislations will 

shew that the onset of conservative attitudes influenced the groundS 

on which separation or divorce could be granted. OVer the dec~s, 

a moxa liberal attitude has been adopted, fostered by a xecognitioo 

of the need for the individual happiness of the parties involved. 

But although the grounds for divorce have been liberalised, they 

nevertheless continue to foxm an exception to the general principle 

favouring ccntinuation of marital ta1• ';Chis is inevitably so. The 

history of matrimony itself in the recent past haa been a movement 

from the ritualistic and aacramental to equalisation and contractual, 

even as the histo.xy of nlationship between the se.xea has been a 

movement frcm male dominance to equality between the eexea, even 

though economic and social equality between the aexee appear to be 

a distent goal. Economic instability and insecurity appear to be the 

root cause for not succeeding in our aim of equality betwe~_n_ the 

1. Per R. s. Pathak J (as be then was) in Renolc:i RaJamoni va 
Union of India and another, AIR 1982 SC r61. 
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the . sexes. society still looks askance at a divorced woman. she is 

yet a suspect and her chancea of survival is further diminished . 

by her divorce. Every divorce solvea a problem and creates several 

others2• 

Marriage is an alliance between man and woman and is J:ecog~ 

nised in law. The first essential of marriage therefore is the 

formation of an alliance, and the second essenti,al is that such an 

alliance must be recognised in law. The legal recognition is depen

dent on the law and custom to which the parties were subject, the 

pzescribed rules and cewmonie• of that law. In its solicitude for 

upholding marria~s, the law permits every community to follCM itf! 

own notions of a valid marriage. It even pJ:esumes that it has been 

perforsred with requisite sanction of custom. EVen the Hindu Marriage 

-Act can be overridden if- a custom can be proved. ACCording to Dr. 

Hari Singh Gaur,.remarriage of wivea coma within the purview of 

customs3• He believes that even Manu: .allows the wives to remarry 

under conditions of de facto divorce when the husband is not heaxd 

of for a long tima 4• Thera is however no clear mandate to thia 

effect in. the text of Manu, such nmarriages are the only logical 

conclusion that can be drawn from the verse5• Narada,Gautama, 

2. Per o. Chinnappa Reddy J. in Rerold Raiamoni vs union of India 
and Mother, AIR 1982 sc 1261 a: page i 65, para 14. 

3. Dr. Hari Singh Gaur, :t'he Hipdu code, Pages 223-224, vol'UIJl8 I, 
Law pJ!bllshe.rs (1974). 

4. Ibid at page 234. 

s. Manu smriti. Chapter IX, verse 76. For a detailed translated 
text see G. Buhler, The ~awa of ~ii\t' Motil&l Banaraaiciu 
(1964). For original tex aee Kua Bhatte, Manu S!Ilfiti 
Motilal. Banarasidas (1983). 



vasistha all have given a clear mandate to the wife to marry again 

after the prescribed waiting period if the husband is unheard of for 

a long time6• Among the lower castes ana other custom riddan socie

ties remarriages of wives are very common. This was so in the medieval 

society also, but ana1g the upper caste during those d~s. the men 

often remarried but divorce u auch wu unacceptable. 

'I'olerance. adaptability. adjustment are all synonymous with 
-

Hindu.ism because the Hinau philosophy ia $0 fluid·· in nature that it 

ve.ey eaaily moulds itself with the changing times. However, s_ur{)%'1-

singly enough. we adhere to the teaching of Manu with a zeal bordering 

on fanatiam. Though I am at a losa to uooarstand this, it is veey 

clear to me that ever since the days of Manu, the society had to bo.r 

to the inevitable and accept the dissolubility of marriag•• Once 

divo%'Ce was recognised and conceded, it has taken the foJ:m of a right 

today7• 

Perhaps the earliest legislative sanction for divorce in 

India came in tbe foxm of Native converts Marriage Dissolution Act, 

1866, under which the conversion of a Hindu mala or female into 

Christianity was tieated as a ground for dissolution of marriage. 

'I'he first legislation in respect Of cUssolu t1on of marriage among 

the Hindus was very probably enacted in the year 1920 in the State 

6. Narada. Chapter XII Verse 971 Gautama, Chapter XXII Verse• 15, 
17; Vasistha, Chapter XV.IX VerH 78. Also see Bbagbat N 
Deshpandey •Divorce ADd Hindu smr1t1• ~ 1934 Jour 20. Also 
K.N. Chatterjee- Hindu Marripge Paat. and Present. 'L'ara PUblica
tions, vuanasi CI'§72 ). 

1. This· aspect has been discussed at length in the first Chapter 
of this work. 
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of I<olhapur. This was the first tentative step tOdarda widening the 

door of divorce for the wouan. In the state of Baroda, a Oivoxce Act,· 

1931 was passed for the HindWI which gave the right to divorce to 

both the hu&Dand and the wife equally. close at its wake came the 

Madras ACt, 1933, legislated similarly on the line of the enactment 

of the state of Baroda. However even though a new right was bestowed 

on woman, the judicial xecOgnition of the r.ight took a long time in 

coming. 

It should be noted here that Divorce as a customary law was 

present; in the Hindu society s.ince the ancient times. The scriptural 

canons only refleCted the ideal for emulation by the elite and 

members of the upper caate. MOdem laws however univeraalised this 

social phenOmenon for all members of the Hindu society. 

':rhe Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, was the first serious and ccm

prehensive legislative step in the matter of marri-age and divorce. 

The -~~u harriage Act, under sections 13 and section 13B enum:tra

tea several grc..unds for divorce under which the Hindu man and woman 

may seek divorce. 

The Hindu law allOA's divorce for cruelty, aesertion, adultery, 

unsoundness of mind et al. But such dis•olutions are by no means 

easy or automatic. There is not the slightest doubt that whatever 
' sympathy a judge may have for t.he difficulties of. a particular spouse 

8. The text of the statutory provisions and the gr~unds for divorce 
shall be discussed at relevant places in this chapter. 
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or couple. he will not facilitate their separation or a divorce other

wise than in complete accordance with the policy of the Hindu 

Marriage ACt,. which does not by any rreans provide for termination 

of dUties zeciproc¥1Y of a married pair to suit their personal 

I 

claima and pxejudi~a9• It is of interest to the nation that marriages 

should be stable,. and matximonial z:elief is available under that 

fundamental unaerstanding10 • This has gained further importance in 

view of a number of cases that have been started by the spouses who 

hav~ never coma to grips with the realities ana have trumped up 

preposterous Qbarges aga.in.:.t- each other. Since subsist·..; nee of the 

marriage is the concern of the country and not the individual spouses 

alone, the courts have been placed under a positive duty to attempt 

reconciliation. There is no reason to dissolve the marriage if the 

courts can reconcile a marxiage merely by getting the parties to 

adjlU)t with each other. However caution must be exercised to see 

that such .rec6nciliation attempts do not take the fo.rm of a hast.y 

d.tual. If reconciliaticm atten.pts are a must,_ they should always 

s~ive to preserve its spirit11• 

9. &urba Mohan Ghoph Vs Mapashi Ohosh I (1990) DMC 145. 

10. bfUDa Vs SUdh!QSU AlB 1962 Ori 65 (aB)e 

11. J. ·Duncan M· oerxet. fit£oductiW to ~odem Hindu Lat• 
pp. 14Q-178, oxford un :veralty ress 1963). __ 
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Where disselut.:Lon of marital bonds are concerned, the Hindu 

Marriage Act is very cautious. It does not allow spouses to dissolve 
l 

the marriage in colpsion with each other. l'he petition warrants that 

no collusion has inf act taken place12• collusion here means a secret 

and illegal agreement for a ft:audulent and illegal purpose •. It is a 

sec.ret unaerstanciing between the spouses to plead and te,.tify and 

proceed fraudulently against each other in order to misleacLand to 

that extem:; defraud the court. The court is entitled to refuse to 

decree a relief as petititioned unless it is satisfied that the 

peti~on was not a collusive one13• 

one mq argue here that once the spouses aeciae that they 

cannot continue with their marriage and want to get it dissolved, 

what objection can any one, let alone the court, have to it? lD 

answer, it has been stated that the Hindu Marriage is a sacrament 

which is popularly believed to have been maae in heaven and of a 

deep mligious value. Anything so potently sacred and significant, 

is obviously not woth destroying on human whim. 

12. The Hindu Marriage Act# 1955, s. 23 (1) which reads as nEvery 
petition presented under this Act shall state as dist~ctly 
as the nature .of the case permits the facts on which the claim 
to relief is founded and except in a petition Under s.11 shall 
also state that there is n~ collusion bet~en the petitioner 
and the other pai'£Y to the marrlage1 • . 

. 13. Jbid s.23 (1) (c) which roads as "lD any proceeding under this 
ACt. whether defended or not, if th~ court is satisfied that 
•••••••••••••• the petition not being a petition pxesente4 
under s.ll is not pmsented or prosecuted in collusion with the 
~apondeot •••••••••••··· 
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But, if however, we allow the modern trend to surf ace, we 

cannot deny the freedom of choice and maturity of judgement to the 

spouses. It is they who must comply with the judgment of the court. 

Hem the court. can only bring the proverbial horse to the water, 

but I doubt 1£ the cout:t can make 1t drink the water. so it is really 

very doubtful if the parties will be able to comply with the courts 

judgment in the bruised and aberrated state of mind after a prolcnged 

legal battle. 

The concern for preserviny the marriage and preserving the 

same must come frc.m within and no azoouot of judicial, sccial or 

legal lectuzes will generate ~hat feeling. 

Xhe Hindu Marriage ACt, perb~ is most unique for its 

caution in granting the dec~e of dissolution. ~he Act, ev~n while 

cootenplating divorce by mutual consent does not allc:w the marriage 

to bEt dissolved if there does not exist any ot the- established and 

speci~1c grounds of divorce as enumerated under the s.13 ot the 

said ACt. Thus, even for a petition under s.l3 a of the Hindu 

Marriage Act for mutual consent the court makes doubly sure that 

there is no collusion ano also a definite and s.vecific ground for 

di'V\)rce does in fact exist. 

This is also the reason why irretrievable b~akaown of 

marriaye ha.s not been recognised under the Hindu ,Marriage AC:t1". 

14. Harendranath Burman vs Suprova aupnan & Anr. 93CWN: ·, 1021 
sa;oJ .Rani vs sudarsan AIR 1984 sc I56i at-1566 
Mita Gupta va Prablr Kumar Gyp!pt 93CWNSO. 
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However, unfortunately what the court denies through the front 

door it alla.rs through the b.ack door, where irretrievable breakP.own 

fails to gain recognition, the concept of cruelty is made so wide 

that enything at all can be brought under ita purview15• 
" ~ . 

The Act, does not tolerate dele.Y and recognises coQdonaticn 

on the part of the spWses. The limitation period for filing a suit 

for the dissolution of marriage begins to run after the expUy ~ 

the prescribed period under the ACt itself and may contiJlued upto 

seven years as per s. 30 of the Limitation ACt. one JW.st satisfy 

the court of the reason for such delay or else the court. ia free 

to presume connivance and collusion16• Law expects one to be alive 

to ones rights. I:t is another matter that in India few have that 

Jd.l)d of knowledge of law. Fortunately the court being aware of thi.s 

fact aJ.lowa itself to be fully satisfied as to the reasona of delay 

if the reasons are like, one was working for a reconciliation or 

protecting the children or being a poor village rustic toqk a lang 

tine to know his or her rights. This "satisfaction of the courts• 

clause is like a gamble to the petitioner. If he succeeds in 

15• This will be discussed in detail under the head of a Cruelty•. 

16. The Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955 s. 23 (1) (d) which read& a 
(1). • I:f any proceeding under this Act, whether defended or ~ot, 
if the court is satisfied that •••• (d) There bas not been any 
unnecessary or improper delay in insti tutin9- the proceed·ing, 
••••••• 

8 read with the relevant Section of ·the Limitation 
ACt, 1963. 
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satisfying the court a delay longer than seven years may be 

cond~ and if he faiis to so satisfy the court it ma.Y prove fatal 

to hie case. 

SiDc:e the matrimonial causes are based on "!hat 1• losely 

known as matrimonial offences, tll& grounds on which the relief is 

to be granted, both take the form of en offence. AB a res-qlt of 

this the parties approach the ccurt as adversaries one being the 

guilty and the other being the aggrieved one. If -the aggrieved party, 

it is founo, bas forgiven the fault of the guilty party either 

expressly or inpliedly, then be becomes diSentitled to present the 

petition for the dissolution of marriage17• At the aame time the 

court cloea not rec~ise condonation of insanity or void marriages . 

which means, where- tbl petitioner is morally disentitle to relief, 

relief cannt* be and will not be granted. 'l'he court will not step 
~ 

outside tba boundaries of equitable just-ice and good conscience. 

'l'he test of condonation are two. one, whether tbe aggrieved spouse 

waa ar.rare of the offence cODIDitted against him, end two, whether 

after and inspite of aucb aware-•• the guilty spcuse was reinstated 

in his or her fo.cner position and status. Mere uttering of 11 I 

17. Ibid s. 23 (1) (b) reads aa (1) •if any proceeding uaaezo this 
Act, whether defenaed or not, if the court ia satisfied that .. 
•••••••• (b) Whether the ground of the petition is the ground 
specified in Cl (1) of Sub-Section (1) of section 13, the 
petitioner bas not. in any manner been accesaary to 0%' cam.ived 
at or condcned the act or acta complained of or where tbe ground 
of the petition ia cruelty the petitioner has not in any manner 
condoned the cruelty •• ••. * 
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forgive thee• will not suffice and does not amount to condonatica18, 

Finally, no mllef will be granted if there is any •other 

legal ground• based on which relief should not be grantad19, If a 

person is himself guilty of certain matrimonial misconduct, then he 

cannot take avantage of his OWD wrOAr}0 , The pt::titioner. to matri

monial relief should come to tha court w.1 th clean banda that is 

frea ·fran matrimonial misconduct. 'l'hus a man who has driven his 

wife &lay from her marital home, and has absolutely neglected her, 

thereafter cannot seek a divorce in the court of law on the ground 

of dessertion. Similarly if a wife in assertion is living in adulte.ty, 

18, N,G, Dastane vs s, Dastane, AIR 1975 s,c, 1534, 

19. lbi~ s. 2;J (1) (e) reads aa - (1) •1n any proceeding under this 
Act, whether defended or not, if the court is satisfied that 
••••••••••••• (e) there is no other legal ground why relief 
should not be gr anted•, 

20. Ibid, s. 23 (1) (a) reads as - (1) • In any proceeding under this 
ACt, whether def.ended or not, if the court is satisfied that 
••••••••• (a) anyl:.:of the grounds for granting relief exist and 
the petitioner. except in cases where the ntlief sought by • 
him on the ground specified in sub-Clause (a), sub clause (b) 
or sub cl~se (c) of ClauM (11) of section 5 is not in any way 
taking advantage of his or her own wrong or disability for the 
purpose of such xelief •••••••••••••• 
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. she cannot hope that the court will exe~ise its discretion iD 

her favour even if a matrimonial offence on her lmsbanas part can :be 

proved. 

Within the protective shield of these five procedural require

ments, namely collusion, delay, condonation, clean hands and alter-

native grounds, the Hindu Marriage Act will dissolve a marital tie 

only if the petition is presented after one year of the marriage21 , 

whatever be the ground for seeking the relief, unless the pet! tioner 

Obtains a special permission from the High Court after making out a 

case of exceptional hardship22• 

Tbexefore, this piece of legislation is extremely circum

spect where 1 t must terminate the antiquated no.tmB of the marriage 

and lJ.berate the parties from bondage. The spirit ia to preserve the - ....... . 
.. 

institution of marriage but to allow the inevitable if it must. 

This extrema caution has a strong psychological effect on the parties 

aa they are put in a social limbo, a kind of torpor during the years 

of litigation which they spend in a atatusless state. These elaborate 

precautic:aary measures, as nquired under the ACt also has the 

inevitable delaying effect. This delay only helps to intensJ:fy their 

bittexness. 

21. Ibid, s.l4(I), no petition for divorce to be pmsanted 
within one year of marriage.. · 

__ 22. Ibid, Proviso to s. 14 (I). 
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TERMINATiffi OF MARSIAGE I DIVORCI 

Under the H~ndu Marriage ACt. the husband and the wife have 

been granted roughly about eleven grounds for terminating their 

marriage. which after a combination and permutation assumes an 

enoonous dimension. Yet the Act is not exhaustive in nature, which 

is quite understandable in view of the diversified and complex 

human behaviour and the allied circumstantial causes. 

The refusal to accept the ground of irxetrievable bnakdwn 

has qpened a flood gate through which a multiplicity of behaviours 

and situations came to be zoecogniseci as cruelty. 'l'he result is that 

whea the marriage. baa in effect iaetrievably broken down cannot 

be dissolved as such but ~stead the spusee have to bring the case 

befoxe the court under the grounds enumerated under section 13 of the 

Hindu Marriage AC_t. '.Ibis means that the spouses cannot have their 

marriage dissolved freely, and dignifiedly and quietly. They must 

stand before the world, soil each others image by airing before an 

audience each intimate detail of their marriages, till the court 

declares one of them guilty. With the acceptance of the breakdown 

theory of marriage at least the ccacept of adversaJ:y guilt esta

blishing tendency will come to an end. Matrimonial causes are the 

xesult of mutual short comings and non adjustments. The answer to 

.every such cause is only dissolution of marriage and that can be done 

without laboriously finding out who is guilty. 

The main obstacle in this direction appears to be that where 

breakdown is accepted, the requirement of reconciliation under 

section 23 of the Hindu Marriage Act 1955 cannot be complied with. 
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once breakdown is conceded there is no scope for reconciliation. 

when two matw:e parties to a marriage want to dissolve their marriage 

they do it after weighirlg all the proa and cons of the conseqt:e nces. 

In sucb cases even if the court atten;pts reconciliation it will 

seldom succeed. It is therefore. healthier and less traumatic to 

concede breakdown. In so doing the totality of the marriage has to 

be focussed on and not raise a<?CUsing finger at either of the 

spouses23. 

since marriage do continue to breakdc..wn irretrievably inspite 

of the non recognition of the breakdown the courts have all01.1ed 
0 . 

~ 

through the back door what they disallowed through frcnt door. ~alee 

·for example a case·. where the wife. soon after marriage. finding 

that she cannot live with her 'husband goes home to her father. Later 

she files a maintenance suit against the husband. 'l'he husband. while 

contesting the maintenance suit files a suit for restitution of 

conjugal rights against his wife. In reply the wife files a divorce 

suit against the husband24• I8 it not irretrievable breakdown o£ 

23. Virendra Kunar. ..The working of Formal Niversar:1 1:-'roceciuwa 
In The .Resolution of Marital Conflict Problems in India• 18 · 

and 19 Ban L.J. (1982-83) P• 60. sea generally pages 7o-B1• 

Maya Rani Mond:t Vs Bbarat Monda! M.R. Case No. 123/89 filed 
in SDJM court a Sillgurl. Bhar Monda! Vs. Mava Rani ~ondal 

l"'Je S. No. 39/89 filed at the court of'D!stric£ JUdge a Dar)eeling. 
claim of di•orce by the wife is in the writ~ statement of 
the wife in 39/89. 
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the marriage? What purpose a prolonged litigation would serve for 

the court has to dissolve the marriage here. If it does not dissolve 

the marriage. the parties will continue in a state of de facto 

divorce. But instead the concept of cruelty is made wider and 

wider25 not keeping in time with the change in the society and 

social behaviour and custcm. 

Matrimonial causes a ADUL'l'ERy2l 

· Hindu law, which is also kncwn as Vyavhara Mayukha discusses 

adultery under its fifteenth title. It is an act which is condemned 

by every society and religion in all times and by every propllet 

with equal emphasis. Hanu condenns adultery in its ever,y foxm and 

aegxee27 • 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Sushil Ku."'lar Verma Vs. Usha. AIR 1987 Del 661 Savitri Balchandani 
AIR _1987 Del 52. VinaiKU'itiar Vs Nirmala ChaUhan AIR 1987 
Del 78. sucDla Vs Mahesh Chand AJ:R 1987 Del 174, Xapan I<r Kundu 
Vs B.ibha KundU AIR 1988 cil ~23. · 

The Hindu Marriage ACt, s. 13 (i) (1) states that • (I} Any 
Marriage solemnised whether before and after the commenceuent 
of this Act, ma.v, on a petition presented by either the husband 
or the wife, be cllssplved by a decree of divorce on the ground· 
that the other party - (.1) has after the solemnisation of the 
marriage. had voluntary sexual intercourse with any person other 
than his or her spuse•. 

Dassi Vs Dhani Ram Teku, AIR 1969 P&H 25 at P• 6 para 8e 
Ap;::£ from being a case of adulterY' it also propounded the 
need to prove the offence of adultery beyond any reasonable 
doubt. In this connection also see Patrick Donald Tracx. Vs 
Eileen Tr6fV• AIR 1957 ASm 66. Th~se cases are cited only as 
examples o cases of adultezy to show that the condemnation 
by Manu had very little effect on the conmon man. 
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Adultery is hard to forgive, Marriage creates a reciprocal 

bond to cherish each other. It gives a spouse an e.XClusive right 

aga:I.Dst the other both emotionally and materially, espec:J.ally in 

relation to sex and procxeation. when one spouse bxeaks up this 

reciprocal bond, the right of the other is affected. It is true 

that the person or body of the wife ia not to be CMned like a chat tel 

or commodity. It is also true that the willingness and wishes of 

both the spouses _are important f actors28
, but beyond this in the 

~alm o£ emotions and spirituality a bond, a kind of ownership is 

created at a totally abstraCt level. This bond is not unilateral but 

reciprocal. 'l'herefow it applies to both the spouses equally and to 

equal extent. When either of the spouses comnit adultery, they in 

fact violate this right, the agrHment l.IJ'ld understanding of the other 

spouse. Since this whole thing is at an abstract level, beyond the 

realm of the written contracts, it is much mora serious and the loss 

is much more hurting. 

'l'he root cause behind setting up the social ins·titution of 

marriage is the prevention of sexual promiscuity.- For that reason 

the physical relationship that results from the marriage is fiercely 

guarded and protected. EVen a single lapso on the part of· the spouse 

cannot be accepted and reconciled with. It is neither upto the court 

noJ: upto tbe society to .forgive the lapse whether a single one or a 

J8. T, saretha vs T. venkata SubJaaiah, AIR 1983 A.P. 356. 

I 
-I 
I 
: 
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series of them, only the aggrieved spouse can forgive the ~apse under 

the concept. of condonation. Just as the marital bond is strictly 

c~ined to them alone so is the power of forgiveness -. strictly 

confined to th~ 

Yet the incidents of adultery is very aonrnon, unrepentent 

and erring spouses are not rare • The Dharmasastra prescribes 

variously for such situations. 

In the medieval period, the sages have exhibited an uniquely 

humane side of their nature amidst the relentlessly rigid social 

standard. 'l'hey have not approved that the wives should be cast away 

for the offence of adultery, except when shs conceives from such 

adulterous indulgence or when she is guilty of terminating the 

29 
pregnancy arising from such adulterous indulgence , otherwise she 

can be purified thrcugh penance and punishments. such penance or 

punishment take the form of providing a bare subsistence of food, 

clothes etc. and being kept in a guarded roam. other means of social 

castigation may also be used like shaving off her head etc. 'l'he ... 

degree of punis.hment depeilded \lPOn the caste of the man with whcm 

adu&tery was comnitted30• 'l'hus, the above, ineffect, reduces adultery 

to a minor sin, an 11upapataka" which can be atoned for through 

penance at as long as no pregnancy or termination of pregnancy results 

Panduranq Vaman Kane, History of Dharrnasastrg, Vol II Part I 
p. 571,Bhandarl<Br Orientil Research Institute, Poena (1941), 
Also see, Gautsna, Ch. 22 Verse lS1 Yajuavalkya Ch. I 
Verse 70, 72. 

30. Ibid at P• 572. 
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from the adulterous intercourse. conversely. i£ a man of lower cas'ta 
0 

cODIDitted adultery with a wanan of a higher caste. he would face 

death. If a brahmin camnJ.tted adulte~ he paid the fine31. 

This is the reflection of a society wl.ich disallowed divorce. 

A society whez:e the marital bond was made so strong that even adultery 

could be forgiven after the guilty spbuse undertook the paascribed 

penance. 

Manu. like every other teacher forbids adultery. criminal 

conversation with another womsn is forbidden.. ACcording to Manu, 

adultery lead!i to the destruction of the social fabric. He requires 

that adulterous be terroriaed and banished. In order to eliminate 

all possibilities of adulter,v Manu does not permit a man to address 

ano~r man's wife in seclusion let alone touch her or be intimate 

with bez. A non brahmin man feces death for comnitting the sin of 

adultezy. but if a man co~ts- adultery with a woman of the same 

caste, he just had to pay the prescribed fine. For a Brahman the 

punishment ia the payment of fine. The devine punishment for an 

adulterous man is said to be the swelling of limbs and for the wife 

tbe punishment of eternal hellfire befalls her for indulging in 

adulterous acts32• 

31. Ibid at page 160. 

32. Manu smriti. Ch. IV verse 133-1341 Ch. VIII v .• 352-353. 356-
359, 366. 386, Ch. DCV. 301 Ch Ja v. 521 60, 177-1791 CH XII 
v. 60 for the original text see Kullaka Bbatta, Manu Smri t1, 
Motilal Banarasidas (1983} and for a detailed translated text. 
see G. Buhler, The Laws of Manu, Motilal Banarasidas_ (1964). 
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Therefore, moJ:e than the relationship between the spouses. 

Manu is more c:once.r:ned with the dest:alction of the social fabric. 

so while the present society J.a concerned with the break up of 'tbe 

bond bet.ween the individual spouses dich results in moral promis

cuity and thus destroying the aoc:J.al values. Manu does not advocate 

a'banaCllllllent or ciivo.rce but only penance as a eeterrent to tbe aocial 

aestruction. 

I<autilya pxescr1bes that if the hu&Qand condones the act, 

then no haxm has been done. If not, the woman' a nose and ears should 

be cut off and the love:r shall meet aeath. Varioua punishments are 

prescri))ea depending upon sewr1ty of ~e offence committed according 

to the caste to which the parties belong33. 

Two things emerge from the study of the meCU.eval society, 

(1) Adultery was only a upepataka. that is a minor sin ~ contrastea 

with Mahapataka a major sin and could be atoned fo~ through _pe.g,_ance. 

(2) The qt.v.:stion of caste played a very signi.ficant role. a·oth 

medieval and modem societies sought to· preserve the marriage- and 

the social values. but proceeded to adopt different means .. The 

medieval teachers 1.,ere concerned with the purity of the sociaJ. fabric 

and disapproval of adultery for it would result in mixed caates, and 

today adultery is disapproved of in order to protect the Society 

from sexual promiscuity. 

R. P. Kangle, The K~tila Arthasastr~ .Part J:I 4. '-2• 351 
4.13.3o-41. university Bomoay (1912) For the original 
text please see Part I by the same author. Also. v. K. 'aui>ta, 
Kau.tillan Jurisprudence, B.D. Gupta, 146, Gali AryasamaJ, 
Deihl 1987). 
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In view of this ext~mely sensitive situation, the ~ta~~on 

arises th(..t how can adultery be proved? This issue is very inportant 

as the consequences am serious for the matrimony is to·tally ruined 

and a: greater social stigma ia involved. Thus to treat the ground 

of adultery lightly is neither in the intexest of· the spouses nor 

in the interest of the society. 

Prior to 1976, the law required, with a view to safeguard 

the inciaents involving false charge o;f adultery, that it ia not 

sufficient if a single act of adulteJ:Y is alleged, the spouse 

should be living in adultery. In 197§, the futility of the concept 

of living in adultery was realised and since then, a •single act" 

theory has taken the place of .. living in adulteq" theory. EVen a 
0 

single act of adultery amount to a breach of trust enshrined in 

spousal promise •to cherish each other till death do us part11 • 

Since the charge of adultery is a ser,ious charge, ordinarily 

it would have to be proved beyond any reasonable doubt. · But, if. one 

must prove adultery beyond any reasonable doubt, adultery would be 

impossi))~ to prove3". Ther~ow it is not necessary to prow the 

fact of adultery by direct evidence, and such evidence, if prOduced, 

would be li)(ely to be rejected as a fabricated one. Adultery should 

be proved through a .set o:f circumstantial evidence& which inevitably 

will lead one .to concluda __ adultery. Adultery, from its very nature, 

34. Dusi vs Dhani Ram Teku AIR 1969 P&H 251 Patrick Donald Traez 
vs Eileen 'l'recy AJR 19S7 A.Sm 66. 
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is a secret and a promiscoua act.. seclusion is necessary and a lot 

of cunning is invo~ved on the part of the erring spousea to indulge 

in the act of adultexy, a.Dd when they do, they leave their indivi

dual hallmark behind. For this reason alone there cannot be any 

thumb rule to prove adultery and it baa to be proved circumstantially 

to the extent that it leads a man of reasonable mind to reach that 

conclusion. This is a very delicate and dangerous task for an error 

will not only destr~ a marriage but affect several lives including 

the spouses, the children and the lover35• 

· This theory of probability must be exercised judiciously .. 

because, the act of adultery the status of the parties and pUblic 

interest requi.r:es that· marriage should not be set aside lightly, 

but human natur4a devious as it is, involves and inven ta many tangen

tial situations. 

Since adultery is no longer to be proved beyond any reasonable 

dv~t and only cir~tances pointing to the commission of the act 

need alone be proved, a very disturbing deve loprnent has surf aced. 

Spouses allege unchastity and adulte;y very easily. Since tha courts 

sometimes even accept uncorroborated evidence36 the spouses ·allege 

35. Pushpa Devi va Radheshv~ AIR 1912 Raj 260 at P• 262 para 121 
Bha{jan slngh · sher siDSlArora Vs Aman Kaur AIR 1962 punj 144 
at 5 Para 6, a, SomasekhaK Nair Va Thankanma AIR 1988 
I<er 3081 P appelant va P en others AIR 19a2 Born 4981 
Dr. saroJ Kumar sen vs Dr. I<81Jran Kanta Ro!' AIR 1980· Cal 374, 
vlnOd Anand Lal(ra va Belul§ L a, AIR 198 Pat 213. · 

36. VaradaraJulu Naidu vs Baby Ammal AIR 1965 Mad 29· at Page 
29-30 para s. 
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unchastJ..ty with iq)unity. The law laid down by the courts declare that 

such allegations of adultery amounts to cruelty37• When it. com2s to 

cooking up a aet of damning circumstances against an ·unsuspecting 

spouse, alleging and proving adultery become• easier than provirig 

many of the grounds laid down in the Hindu Marriage Act. It is of 

course of little ccncern to the falsely alleging spouse that at the 

end .of the prolonged legal battle if he or she is successful the 

other innocent spouse is lef~ behind with a lot of social stigma. 

If he or she is unsuccessful. then too he or she·goes free while the 

stink lingers on with the woman38 • The other easier wey to obtain 

divorce against the wife is ,to falsely accuse her of unchastity and 

aaultery. when she leaves the matrimonial home in rataliati<;>n to 

bring a case of cesertion against her. ~ow. how will she prove that 

she was falsely accused of uncha.sti ty and adultery39 • Thera are also · 

cases where the spouses falsely allege adultery and bigamy against 

each other40 , the inevitable xesult in. such a C~.e is that marriage 

must be dissolved for the latent indicaticn is that the marriage has 

37. ArUna Jalan vs Ramesh Chand Jalan AIR 1988 ALL 239. 

38• Lakshman uttarnchand K.i.rplani vs Meena alias Mota AIR 1964 
sc 40 at Para 18 on P• 12. 

39., Ibid, See also ChiruthakUtt:£ Vs Subramanian AIR 1987 Ksr · s. 
4~ Parvath2: Vs Shivram AIR 1989 H & P 29• Sapt~ vs Jagadish 

73CWNSOi Subbarama Vs. sar.;;a~sw.;;..;;;;at_,i;;. (1966) 2 M.L. J. 
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completely rotted,_ the allegation being only the .Jiymptom of such 

decay. In other woxds, the indication is that the marriage is totally 

and irretrievably broken dovn. False allegatiOns of adultery amounts 

to extRme CJ:Uelty especially if such a charge is made before the 

superiors at the p~ace of work. such charge must have an evidentiazy 

value of unimpeachable natuxe otherwise it will have far reaching 

results. i'or exanple, if a wife alleged before her husbands superiors 

at work that her husband is an adultaror and is able to _prove the 

allegations to an extent then the. husband is likely to loSe his job, 

face the break up of his marriage, be perpetually blemished with 

the result that apart from the soci.al censure, he may not :be able 

to pick up the shattered pieces of his life and settle down in 

matrimony again •. But if the wife fails to substantiate her allegations 

even then the husband has ~0 face enbarrassment at his place of work 

41 and live with the sUgma •.. 

To prove that the wife who is living apart from the husband 

is also living in· adultery is_ a successful way to get rid of the 

wife•s claim of ma.intenence42• The cardinal principle in such cases 

should be that the soli.tary evidence of a spouse should never b8 

reliecT upon :because he might be extJ:emel:r intenated in the case. 

42. Shankarlal Jai.swal Vs Ulnabai alias Dhaneswari n (1989) 
DMC lll (M.p.H. C. ) 
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Hexe adultery is to be proved. Where the 'I'JS&tion of adultery arises 

the aoc.ial background of the parties cannot be ignored. The vital 

quest.ico is how the parties are ec:customed to live in the gi~l:l. s.et 
of aocial background. Ordinarily the natural intermingling of 'the 

opposite sexes cannot be looked down upon especially in tha mooern 

jet set world. Yet the comnon middle class families still maintain 

a decme of conservatism. The unusual meeting of the two persons in 

seclusion for any lengt.h of time amongst :that class can justifiably 

lead to the inference of adultery. 

The moat difficult question involved in cases of adultery 

is hew and where to strike a balance betw•el) ~~ual promiscuity and 

the modern intez:mingling. One cannot overlook the fact that such 
0 

large scale intermingling can result in innocent intimacy of 

heterogenous sexes _on one hand or lead to ad\llterou:s mlationship 

on the other. It is the lattex that is sought to be protected and the .. 
foxmer is to be _ignoxeQ. aut if such innocent heteroaexual inter

mingling aggrieves the .other spouse, even that is to be aVoided. 

Faith is the essence of marri-.ge. tru~t and belie£ are 1~ pillars. 

They IlllSt always be presexved. A slight tremor in the foundation 

oz the marriage is sufficient to destroy it. 

Matrimonial Causes 1 Crueltx•3 

- . 

The .question of cruelty is judged on the basis o£ evidence 

on recoxd and on the totality of t.he circumstanoeus of the case. ~he 

43. The Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955 s. 13 • (I) Any marriage . solemnised 
whether before a:ld after the commencement of this Act, may, 
on a, petition presented by either the husband -or the wife, be 
dissolved by a decree of divorce on the ground that the other 
party - • • • • • • (ia) has after the solemnisaticn of the marriage, 
t.Aated the petitioner wi.tb cruelty•. 
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cultural background of the spouses, their temperament, their 

behaviour with each other in daily life their colloquialism with 

each other and their norms --and conce1,-t1ons have to be kept in view 

in determining as to whether an act or omission _amounts to cruelty. 

cruelty need not be a physical violence inflicted by one 

spouse upon the other. Cruelty may also be in his demeanour and 
I 

tnatmant. A solitary incident of cmelty or a solitary lapse of 

term however wou.}.d not be sufficient to bring the case within the 

ambit of cruelty, the act must be repeated persistently. Even the 

incidents wear and tear during the initial days of marr~age which 

occur while the spouses are trying to adjust with_ each oth~-~--~ not 

sufficient to allege cruelty4". The natuxe, aeg;~e and extent of 

cruelty which would make it -=tionable depends up the capacity--of 

the petitJ.oner for enduranca. 

The test, themfo.z:e would not be· whether the responde~t is 

cruel but whether the conduct appears as cruel to the other spouse. . . 

In other words. what is .relevan·t i~ the impact or the effect of the 

alleged conduct uPon the_ petitioner. The emphasis no longer is on 

the nature of the act but on the effect produced· by that act, in 

other words cruelty depends upon the level. and degree of endurance 

that is exhibited by the spouse. 

4-4 •. This point ~~as emphasised by M.b'~ Punchi J in Santosh Kumari · 
Vs Pa.rveen Kuma£ AIR 1987 P&H 33. 

. I 
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Manu appears to be oblivious of any spousal 'behaviour which 

mq be teDDed ctuel. Where reciprocal behaviour of the spouse's are 

concerned, Manu is guided by a few thumb rules. The first being that 

the wanan is a dependent are ature and ·she must worship and obey her 

husband in order to get a seat in heaven. The second one is that 

the woman is e. heartless wretched being, she must be fiercely 

guarded at all times, must be kept busy always and if necessary 

she m~ even be punished by beating•45• Though Manu dwells on the 

fact of women being honoured failing which the household acmes under 

a curse o£ perishing, the sad truth is that he, in fact, advocates 

cruel behaviour tOfards women. If the husbandS were to f9llCM the 

code of Manu today, then very few marriages will survive. 

Kautilya 0r;1 the other hand is more stable. ACcording to him 

a cruel behaviour, whe-ther on the part of the husband or the wife 

is to be punished with fine. Kautilya Arthasastra has behaviours 

like refusal to cobabit, refusal to open the door to the husband, 

going out at n~ght, abusing in filthy language etc t~&ll within. the 

pw:view of the concept of cruelty. In case of. extmma misconduct 

the woman may even forfeit her wanan•s estate. Such extreme mis

conduct takes pl~ on the part of the husband or the wife if a1e 

45. Manu smri ti, Ch. V Verse 148-151, 153-156, 167-168 Ch. IX v. 
2-16, 26-30, 96. 101-102 ch. VIII v. 299-300• For original 
text see Kullaka Bhatta, Manu smri ti, Motilal Ban.arasidas 
(1983) and for translation shil G. Buhler. Laws of ManJ 
Motilal Banarasiclas (1972). 
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spouse puts the other into a genuine· apprehension of his or her 

limb or life. that is to a cruel behaviour or misconduct by which 

one spouse feels ~dangered by the other46• 

'l'he tone and nature of these behaviours as d9scribed in the 

sastras, the remedy • modus and procedures that are prescribed for 
.. 

them kas maca the common man take an adversarial attitude towards 

marital prc:blems. 'I'his b:eeds a lot of antagonism between · thS 

spouses. 'I'hey feel drawn to establish and prove the guilt of the 

other. society which is awaw and sensitive to these is.suef ~~ 

to exaggerate them and took down upon the so ealled guilty spouse. 

By attaching a social stigma ~o such erring spouses the society 

atterrpts to take preventive rreasures. 'l'he adversarial attitu6e ·also 

leads man to idolise marri.~ge to such· an extent that c.,ne loses 

touch with the reality. Matrimonial norms· are required to function 

at a dual plane •. the social plane and the individual plane. so 

wide an interpretation of the term cruelty results in mechanisation 

and dehumanisation of the term cruelty. Dl such an event every 

human behaviour will amount to CJ:Uelty. so instead of identifying 

~he problem with a certainity and objectivity at the individual 

plane. there ensues a legai battle which instead of rendering any 

46. KautilB ~rthasastra.. 3.3-7-111 3.3.141 3•3~16, 3.3.23-24 
:3e3.32 see R.P. Kangle. The ._!Sautilya Arthas~, Part II 
for the translation and Part I- for the original script . 
PUbl.tshed by the university Press, Bombay (1972}. Also peruse, 
V•K• Gupta, Kautilyan J'Urispruden<:.! B. D. Gupta 146 Gali Arya 
Samaj Delhi (1987). 
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inctividual or social justice, foz:ecloses the future developroont 

of my social norms. Non recognition of irretrievable break do..,n 

of marriage is a case in point. 

Starting with. false accusation of unchastity, to indifference, 

nagging, quarrels everything is cruelty. Thus abortion is also a 

ground for divorce, refusal to make tea, not opening the door. 

shouting before frienas, beating and abusing the children, all are 

cruelty and a ground for cUvorce. 

'l'he Act.47, does not define cruelty and the word is naturally 

used in relation to human conduct or behaviour. It is a conduct 

in relation to and in respect of matrimonial dut;.ies and oblig_ations. · 

J:tis a course of conduct which adversely affect the other .. Cruelty 

c;:an be physical and mental, intention.al and unintentional, If it is 

physical the court has no di.fficulty in deciding the case, since it 

becc:mea a matter of fact and degree. Mental cruelty presents a lot 

of difficulty. First the enquiry is on the natu.r:e of the cruel 

behaviour and second its impact on the mind of the· other spouse. 

Based on these an inference has to be dl:awn. 

'l'here is a rapid change in the life around us and in the 

matrimo~ial duties and responsibilities in parti.~lar. 'I'hey vary 

from house to house and person .to person. Therefore, when one spouse, 

complains of cruelty by another spO"tise it is futile to search for 

the standard in life, for a set of events stigmatised as cruelty 

47. 'l'he Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955• 
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in one case may not be so in the other~ for it depends upon the 

type of life the parties lead and the values to which they attach 

impo.rtance. The categories of cruelty are not closed. Each c~e 

brings a different set of circumstances and human beings are as a 

rule dissimilar. Amc..ng human beings there is no eiid to the kind of 

be,.::.viour that may ccnstitute cruelty. New type of cruelty may crop 

up in any case depending upon the human behaviour. their capacity 

and incapacity to tolerate the conduct canplained of such is the 

·wonderful realm of cruelty 48• 

Matrimonial Cause 1 Desertion 49 

Desertion involves a very COili>licated fact. situation. The 

Hindu Marriage Act does not define desertion jus·t a.s it does not 

define cruelty. Hawever an effort is made here to make the concept 

o~ desertion clear. 

According to Halsbury•s Laws of England 

" 

u ••••••• Desertion 

means the intentional and permanent foresaking or abandonment of 

one spouse by the other without that o~ers consent or without 

reasonable cause. It is a tota~ &epudiation of the obligations of 

48. Sobharan~ Vs Madhukar Reedy, AIR 1988 SC 121. 

49. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, section 13 "(1) Any marriage 
solemni~ed, whether before and after the commencement of this 
ACt, may, on a petition presented by either tl'u:t husband·. or· 
the"wife be dissolved by a dec~e cf divorce en-~ ground 
that the other party • • • • • (ib) has deserte:d the petitioner 
for a continue>us period of not less than two years inmadiately 
p.teceding the presentation of the petit.ton, or • •• •• ••• • 
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the marriage•50• In view of the large variety of circumstances and 

modes Of J..t.fe involved, the courts have discouraged attempts at 

defining desertion., there being no general principle appl1cable 

to all cases. 

In the med1eval period the expressly monogamous natum of 

the Hindu sast.ra was followed more in contravention than in 

" compllance. Whilev the wives worshipped, the husbands searched greer~r 

paatw:es to conmit bigamy. such being the case., the question of 

desertion was hardly a signif!cant one. Yet Manu51 prescribed that 

neither by sale nor by desertion is the wife released from the 

husband. When the woman is left behind by the husband for any reason 

she ·1.s asked to wait for a certain period. :-Ianu is silent on the 

course of act.ion a woman. is to fqll,ow :J.f her husband does not· retu.J:D 

after ~ prescribed period518 • Thus, when the husband did in fact 

desert the wife it was considered to be DO desertion at all. 

According to Kautilya the woman cou:ld seek to dissolve 

her marriage if her husband leaves her behind and goes away to a 

foreign land subject to the condition that (lharmya marriages and 

so. Halsbu%Y' s Laws of England (3rd Edition) Volume XII 
paragraphs 453 and 454\ at Pages 241-243. 

51. Hanu Sln.riti, Chapter .IX Verses 46, 76. For the Original. text, 
see Kullaka Bhatta. Manu Smriti. Motital Banarasidas (1983). 
For a detailed translation of 'Ehe verses see a. ·Buhler · 
Laws o£ Manu. Motilal Banarasi Das (1972). 

51a. Zbid. This was also discussed at length in the first Ch~ter 
of this work and also at the beginning of this Chapter. 
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upper caste marrj.ages could not be dissolved • 
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All these reflect a medieval society •'~here wives could be 
s . 

dicarded at will. The men could supercede them and marry again but . 
A 

the wives would have to spend the life cliging to the memory. 

'l'oday desertion is a ground for divorce, if such desertion 

is for a continuous ~riod of two years. Which means intermittent 

comings and goings axe not cause enough to seek divorce on the 

ground of desertion. such behaviour could o£ course be termed as 

cruelty. Even desertion itself is a type of cruelty even though 
0 

desertion simplicitor is itself a ground for divorce. 

Abandonment or desertion must therefore be (a) wilful and 

deliberate, (b) 'ltlithout express or implied consent of the deserted 
. . 

party, (c) against the wishes of the party deserted, and (d) without 

reasonable cause 53• Thus, desertion is not a withdrawal from a 

place, but from a state of thirigs for what law seeks to enforce 

is the recognition and discharge of the Obligations of a married 

state of things which usually is termed as the home. For this there 

are two essential conditions to be fulfilled by the deserting spouse, 

nanely, (1) 'Xhe factum or the actus of separation called the factum 

deserendi or actus deserendi, and (2) the intention to bring 

52. Kautilya Arthasastral 3.3.15-19, 8.2.48. For the original 
text see R. P. 1<. angle, Kautilya Arthasastra Part I and for the 
translated text see ·the ;part II ofthe same book by the same 
'author published by University l?ress, Bombay (1972 ). see also 
V.~. Gupta, Kautilyan Jurisprudence, B.D. Gupta, Gali Arya 
samaj,. New Delhi (1987). 

53. Perumal Naicker vs seetha Laxmi Ammal, AIR 1956 Mad 415. 

.. --! 
I 
I 
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cohabitation or the spousal relationship permanent~y to an end,··

more commonly known as the animus deserendi. ·rwo conditions are to 

be fulfilled by the deserted spouse too. They are (1) absence of 

consent and (2) absence of any conduct giviny rise to any reasonable 

cause to the spouse .leaving the house. If the spouse sincerely· 

expresses an willingness to return, i.e. exhibits anirnus revertendi 

then he or she cannot be held guilty54• 

Just as with any other marital causes, desertion is also an 

inference to be drawn from the fact and circumstances of each case. 

The cause of actiun begins when the fact of separation and the 

intention to end the marriage coexists. But it is not necessary 

that they should c~ence at the sane time. separation can be with

out necessary intention or they may coincide at a given point of 

tin.e. where there is a fact of separation, it -must be found out on 
w 

whose part was the intention to end the marriage was involved. The 

guilt of desertion befalls on that spouse who had che intention to 

end the marriage. Where there is a fact of separation and. the 

separated spouse later develops an intere~t to end the marriage, 

desertion conmences from that point of time. 

That act of desertion involves both, the actual abandonment 

and also expulsive ~onduct. When a spouse, by his or her behaviour 

and demeanour. by his or he~ acts and omissions forces the other 

spouse to leave him or her, it is known as expulsive conduct. Since 

54. Bipin Chandra Jaisinghbhai Jha vs Prabhavati, 
AIR .19S7 sc 180. 
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desertion is a withdrawal from a state of things it can take place 

even -when the spouses are sharing a bed and board. Completely 

neglecting and ignoring a spouse, denying him or her every marital 

rights are all an extreme form of cruelty and eese.rtion. For example 

where the spouses are sharing the sane board and bed, if they do 

not have any physical and emotional relationship for years ins1.ite 

o£ such sharing. it not only is an extreme fcrm of cruelty. but also 

desertion. such desertions are very painful and \'lreck.ing55• But in 

cur society due to the adverse ecL.nomic and social conditions such 

deSG.ctions are comnon. 

In the course of my en-;pirical study I have come across 

cases where the wives have been brought back to their parents 

house by the devoted husbands who wanted to give them scm~ ~est or 

recuperate their health, there weing no quarrels and tensj.ons. The d 

when they went back.. they refused to accept them back. These wonen 

do not want divorce so they have not sought one. ··nl some cases the 

husbands have filed a divorce su.it but did not follow them up. 

These women are even now ready to join i:.heir husbands if reconci

liation. thou~Jh they do not know \'lhat they should reconcile, can be 

ss. 

0 
~-

Lachman Uttamchand Kirplani vs Meena alias Mota A.IR 1964 S'C4o. 'l'apan Kumar Chatter]ef! vs Kamala ChatterJee A~ 1989 
Cal 74. Jlotish Chandra Vs Meera Gulu~, AIR 1970 Cal 266. 
Gollins vs Goliins (1963) i Ali ER 966. sheldon vs Sheldon 
1966 Prob. 62. 
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affected, they in the meanwhile continue to live in a state of de 

facto divoz:ce 56• 

To confine one seU to the strict technical limits,~-- the 

animus - actus, - consent • conduct paradigm often results in 

unnecessary inquiries which Obscure reality. As a result there m~ 

either b8 a prolongation or denial of justice. Instead of such 

elaborate deductions the only single rule by which one should be 

guided is the existence of a reasonable grc.und. The en tire si tua

tion is to be viewed as a composite whole. 'l'he condu~.t and reactions 

of the parties are to be assessed keeping in view of their personal 

and habitua,l. experience,, the exceptions and knowledge of life# 

society and law. xo conside.J;" marital relations in bits and pieces 

brings about a virtual disaster on the contesting pa.J:ties. Because 

marital cunflicts are basically hus:nan conflict, they are to be 

handled in proper societal setting. 

In the modern society, where offering and accepttng a dos.rry 

baa de facto becane one of the essenti ala of a valid marriage, 

there is a rarrpant abuse of marriage in it.s sacramantal form and 

also an increase of greed• Where dowry claims cannot be prevented 

by inplemen ting the Dowry Prohj}:)i tion Act, 1961, .act of desertion 

56. Subrata Mukherjee Vs rrarna MukherJee M.S.· 20/84, Filed in 
the td. District cou at bar)eellng. See also the caSe of 
Lila Singh, .Meera Ghosh and several others d1 scussed in a 

_ ~ater Chapter and given in the appendix. 
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has becane an easy means of escaping a violent death. In such cases 

factum deserendi is hardly significant, aDd divorce is a relief57• 

The courts have held that harrassment for dowry, misbehaviour, 

neglect and abuse in order to obtain dowry are all cruelty and if the 

wife leaves her marital nome due to such ill treatment 1 t does not 

amount to deserti~. for then she has a reasonable ground for such 

separation. she may even claim maintenance from her husband. 

Desertio~, which with an unbroken monotony consists of one 

partmgfrom the society of the other, in effect gives rise to a 

gravely complex situation, which re~ires utmost care if miscarriage 

o£ justice is to be preve.nted. 

Matrimonial cause a unsounCI.ness of l-find58• 

Of all the matrimonial causes. the cause that involves the 

maximum tragedy is that of unsoundness of Dlind. In causes like 

desertion, cruelty. adultery, an element of mea rea, intention 

~r animus is involved. These are actions zesorted to by one party 

against the other consciously and intentionally.- But. when a perscn 

suffers from unsoundness o£ mind. he or she can hardly help it. 

such a person who .has lost the orientation of mind he or she can 

57. 

58. 

'l'apashi Ghosg vs Anj an Gh2!Jl loti No. 45/89, filed at the Ld. 
Dist.rict Court Dar]eel!Dg, aee appendix She ran away from 
her husbands house after they· attempted to burn her and later · 
divorced him on the ground of extrerne cruelty. 

The Hindu Marriage Act. 1955, sectioq 13 a (1) Any marriage· 
solemnised whether before or after the commencemant o£ ··th:ts 
Act, ~ay, on ~tetioQ presented by either the husband or 
tlle wife, be dissclved by a decree of divorce on the grOu.nd 
that the other party - • • • • (iii) has been incur ably of .unsound 
mind or has been suffering continually or intermittently from 
mental d1$oraer of such a killd and to such an extent that the 
petitioner cannot reasonably be eXPected to live with the 
responoen t. 
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hardly plan a marriage, let alone a family and its future. 'rhenfore~ 

when a marriage takes place whexe one of the par~es to the .. ~iage 

is of unsc..und inind. the people arranging ~or such marriages ant 

worthy of· nothing but social. condennation. Needless to -ntion ·that 

such marriages seldom last, subjecting the a,J.ready incapacitated 

mind to further trauma. 

'rhe question of the validity of m~riage, with a person of . 

unsound mind did not arise at all during the. t.tme o£ Manu~ ACCording 

to him marriage was indisscluble. women. he prepag·ated, must worship 

their husbands even if they be devc..id of any virt;ue, even if they 

sought their pleasure elsewhere and ~re sans. any. gOOd qualities. 

The question of unsound mind is not raised at all. However, to be 

fair to Manu, he exhorts the father~ not 1;.o give. their daughters 
0 
" . 

in marriage to a groan who· is not of exce,lleot virtues and quali- ~ 

t1.es59• However I have not come acrose any verse where Manu allows 

a marriage in contravent~on of~this rule to be dissolved• nor is 

there anything in the code where a father who con traveni=s this 

requ1.tement is to be punished. But a wife is not to be punished 

for being averse to her husbands maane.-s. 

59. Manu Smri~i Chapter IX Verses 79,. 89, 95• For original Text 
see Kullaka Bhatta, Manu smriti. Motila1 Banarasiaas (1983). 
for the trans la:ted tixt see G. Buhler. 'l'he Laws of Manq, 
Motilal Banarasidas (1964). 
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Kautilya. who has eXhibited an extreme sensitivity to human 

problems is silent on the issue. However by infe~nce and deduction 

insanity can be brought within the purvi~-w of the ground where 

Kautilya permits a wife to seek divorce when she feels that her 

husband is becoming dangervus to her life, and that he is a viscious 

person. There is a some difficulty he~. Visciousn~ss is a conscious 

act and so excludes insanity. where she feela endangered by her 

husband, it includes only violently insane person. she,. thexefore 

is left without a remedy if her husband is of in~rably uns..9~ 

mind even though such insanity is of milder form. Therefore, accord

ingly only those impairment of mind which are incurable in natum 

and violent in form will make a wife entitled to seek a mmedy on 

the grc..und that she is end~gered by ber husband60• 

A mere hint or a whispered allegation of unscundness of mdnd 

is sufficient to put a marriage in Jeopardy. 'l'o conceee the fact of 

insanity will .render a marriage dissoluble at the instance of the 

parties. Ta conceal the fact of insanity at the· time of marriage 

will render a marriage viodable at the instance of the parties on 

the same ground and also on the ground that a fraud has been prac

ticed on the party61, and when the fact of pas!: affliction is revealed, 
0 
v_ 

60. Kautilya Arthasastra. Book liZ Chapter IX Verse 48. For original 
text see R.P. Kangle, Kautilya Arthasastra, university Press, 
Bomb~ (1972) for the translateCi text see Part II of the same 
book. Also refer. v. K. Gupta. The Kautil~an Jurisprudence, 
B.D. Gupta 146 Gal1 Arya Samaj • ~lhi (1 87). . -

61. 1'~ Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, Clause (b) and (c) of Sub
section ( 1) of section 12. 
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it becomes the bane bf the married life with cne spouse .reading 

the symptoms of an unsound mind in every acts and omission of the 

other spouse. N, G. Dastane Vs sucheta Dastane62 is a case in point. 

In this case. the bride 1 s father, with a view to ·avoid any 

future dispute, informed the parents of the groom regarding a past 

mental disturbance of the wife which was subsequently cured. It is 

true that the cause of the affliction was at first stated to be a 

bad attack of sunstroke and later changed·to malignant malaria. 

However the cause of the affliction is inmaterial here, what is 

materially important is th~t the groom N. G. Dastane could not 

reconcile himsei£ to this ~velation, nor could he overcome the 

temtation to marry the br iae, namely sucheta, who belonged to a 

very aftluent family. 'l'he result was a prolonged and traumatic 

legal battle where the behaviour of the wife, urising frcn her 

inability to adjust with ·tbe D~stane fa.rr.ily due to th.eir different 

socio-economic background was atb:iDuted to her earlier mental 

affliction. Normally :.'"hat would have been a cruel act became .em 

act arising from an unsc.und ~nd. 'l'he husband kept hurling the charge 

of insanity to her face, then changed the allegation to cruelty 

and yat kept referring to her insanity. 'Xhough divorce was denied 

to the o.ouple on the gro\lild of condonation, it is obvious from the 

afu.re-narrated facts that the marriage had ir1.·etrievably broken 

down. 

62. AIR 1975 SeCe 1534. 
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However, there are some exploitative marriages when the 

insane. party is given in marriage for some material gain and bene-· 

fits. During my survey in this field I. came across a case wh~re the 

. wife was suffering from an incurable type of schi_ZOphrenia which 

was punctuated by lucid intervals. During one such lucid inte.r¥als 

her parents arranged her marriage with the groom. Fort;unately or 

unfortunately she remained steady for abuut three years during which 

period she bore ~ daughters. Her sec<..;.nd child birth proved ruinous. 

she suffered a relapse and her problem if anything became more 

severe and violcmt than before. The parents alleged extJ:eme cruel 

behaviour of the husband as the cause of insanity. f'ersistent and 

prolonged inquiry revealed her medical history. subsequently the 

marriage was dissolved mutually but only after· he settled a., 

handsom alimony on her63• 

This is a tragic situation to say the least, and more so, 

because there are two innocent children invo1 ved in the tragedy. 

one cannot blame the husband for dissolving the marriage and the 

wife is beyond reproach. 

A third variety of situation arises where unsoundness of 

the mind is imputed falsely so that the marriage may be dissolved. 

such false allegations amount to cruelty. The spouses uncer such 

circumstances get a chance to lead evidence end contest each others 

63. sunil Debnath vs sandhaa Debnath, MS 19/1989, I.n the court 
of the Ld. District Ju ge, barjeeling. 
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allegations. such situations thc..ugh regretful has a chance of being 

proved or d1sproved6". AL husband,. suffering from tuberculosis of a 

curable nature may bring a SLit for the dfssoluti.on of marriage 

against a wife who is incural;)ly of unsound mind. Hcwever the situa

tion cannot be reversed where a wife suffering from uncurable mental 

dis0rder brings a sclt of di;;:;solution against a husband who is 

65 
suffering from tuberculosis of curable nature • 

The matrimonial cause of insanity also includes various 

other forms of mental disorder, namely idiocy. lunacy, epilepsy 

and other psychopathic disorder. The req~irements are two -fold -

(1) the impairment should be of incurable nature and (2) the iltpair

n.ent of the mind should be of such a type that the petitioner could 

not be reasonably exrJEacted to live with the spouse. '.L'he degree of 

affliction is an important point for without it· very few marriages 

would survive. For all of us are eccentric to an extent and eccentri-
"' cit¥ is not insanity. Eccentricity is.to be enjoyed, insanity is t~ 

be treated an~ sympathised with. 

In 1950, at a very late _stage,. the Federal court ruled that 

insanity could be a reason to nullify the marriage till-then marriage 

with a lunatic was a valid marriage and incapable of dissolution, 

nullification of annulmunt66• In the year 1955, unsoundness of mind 

64. Ram Narain GyPta Vs Rameshwari Glffita, AIR 1988 SC 22601 
Manlshg Vs Pramod I (l990) DMC S • 

6S. Veeranna vs Sum:ltra Bai I(1990) DMC 49. 

66. l~atneswari Nandan vs Bbagwati_Sara~!, AIR 1950 FC 142. 
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was given the legislative and judicial acceptance as a ground for 

dissolution of the marriage. It was brought to the pxesent form in 

the year 1976 and is now wioe enuugh to include all forms of mental 

disorder. As things stand today, insanity as a groWld for seeking 

annulment of marriage requires that the im~irment of mind should 

have been present at the time of the marriage. Insanity as a ground 

of dissolution of marriage requires that the disorder should be in 

there at the time of pxesentin~ the petition. 

The latter situation appears to be very heartless. Yet 

unless the petitioner wants to remain in wedlock with such a person, 

unless the spouses have an urge from within to remain together,· 
·-

no one, let alone "the law can ask a healthy spouse to continue with 

such a marriage especially if the insanity of either of the parties 

adversely affect the children. so, a clean break, even if painful, 

is aesirable. 

ACcordingly,· to me, marriage with a lunatic is not accepted 

by the Dharmasastra.. The ceremony of Kanyadan involves giVing away 

of the daughter in dana or gift and accepting her as such. He, 

who has lost his mind, becomes inccmpetent to accept such gifts. 

such marriages woulo therefore be ipso facto invalid. However when 

such marriages were performed, validity was granted on the rule of 

factum valet. lf, however, the parties feel that they axe incapable 

of continuing with~ the alliance, they should be free to do so. 'l'he . 

whole realm of insanity revolves around the degree and severity (.Jf 

the affliction. 

Every mental disorder calls for a medico-legal distinction, 

which is not the intention of this work. The action reprehensible 
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to human values ~ those where one is deceived into such marriages. 

Casting away a mentally unstable spouse or d1 vorcing a spouse because 

he has been afflicted by mental disorder at a later stage of the 

marriage is equally painful. 

The standard of proof in cases of mental disorder is very 

high. The entire complex situation is to be evaluated on uninpeach

able medical evidence coupled with the cvnduct of the spouse. His 

or her behaviour towards the other, his or her habits as noticed, 

his or her loss of pers~nality and other noticeable features to 

understand. Whether a person is suffering from a mental disorder 

of any kind. 

Matrimonial causes a other Gro\lilds For Divorce 

Apart from the four foregoing grcunds divorce may be sought 

on several other grounds. Unlike these f;:.,ur grounds, these aze less 

commonly used and are unique by themselves. such gro~ds are dis

cussed under this head. 

A. Conversion 67 
1 

one would have thought that with the constitutional procla

mation of -the secular nature of Indian Polity, people have beccme 

indifferent to any religious dogma. However the multi ethnic. society 

67. ·l'he Hindu Narriage Act, 1955, section 13. " (1) Any marriage 
solemnised whether before or after the commencement of this 
Act may, on a petition presented by either the husband or the 
wife be diE?solved by a decree of divorce on the ground that 
the other party ••••. (ii) has ceased to be a Hindu by conver
sion to another religion. 
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of India, to date, renains exotic, emotional and deeply religious. 

conversion to another religion, therefore is a good cause enough 

to seek divorce. The Indian courts being the secular instrument 

of secular India cannot prefer une religion over the other. 

The Dharmasastra and the bastrii! teachers do not speak of 

conversion. 'l'hcse who did allow the women to seek divorce allo.'led 

them to seek it on the ground of the other spouse having embraced 

another religic.us order. l'his 1:1as becau~e as early as the days of 

Dharmasastra, Ind..ta. was a unireligious riaticn. Apart from the Hindu 

religion, no other religion was knC\-m to India at that time. By 

analogy however it can be presumed that conversion would have been 
. 68 a good ground to seek divorw • 

When one spouse ceases to be a Hindu, the religious senti-

ment of the other may be hurt. rn recognition, however~of this 

fact. The Native Converts 1-larriage Lissolution Act, was passed in 

the year 1866. Under this law when either of the spouses conv~rted 

to Christianity the marriage could be validly dissolved by the one 
ilnd -nol 

who did not get converted,~When a person adc..pts any of the religion 

which is cc.ns idered to be ·a form and developm-:nt of Hinduism and its 

68. Narada Chapter XII Verse 98, Parasara IV. 30. Kautilya is 
silent on the issue which indicates that during those days 
conversion was not ccntemplated. Adopting Sanyasa, or becoming 
a recluse would give rise to a matrimonial cause of divorce. 
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other sister religions69 conversion to Islam will automatically 

dissolve the marriage unless the ether spouse too adopts Islam as 

his/her religion. In t.he year 1950 the word "n~tive" was dropped 

from the caption of the ACt. of 1868 and it. became ·l.'he Convert• s 

Dissolution Of l'_,larriage Act. 1866. Under this a spouse whose partner 

embraced Christianity could get his or her marri~e dissolved. 

such dissolution however is not automatic, and if the spouses 

feel that despite conversion tney can continue to lead a conjugal 

life they may do so, there is nothing in law c:nd society to prevent 

them. However if dissolution is sought. then the uncunverted spouse 

may seek dissolution under the Hindu Marriage PJ:t70 
and if the 

converted spouse seeks dissolution then he or she must use the 

convert's Dissolution of Marria9e Act71• 

A social problem is created by the conversion of one spouse 

into another religion especially Islam. sometimes s~ch conversion 

is affected with the sole pur}_...ose of contacting anor.her marriage. 

ln such cases interest of the party in th·:= conversion is a vital 

69. The Hindu Marriage Act, 19551 clause (a) (b) of sub section (1) 
of section 2. under this the fv.rrn end developrrent of Hindu 
religion are Virashaiva. lingayat. Bramho. Prarthana or Arya 
Samaj. Budhists., Jaina and Sikhs are its sister religion. 

10. See ante foot note 67. 

71. The convert's Dissolution of Marriage Act. 1866, section 4 and 
5 qnd also sections 15., 16 and 17. 
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factor. The intention of the party and the circumstance under which 

the conversion is affected is inquired about. 

In a c~ by his first wife, Puj a Khanna, Javed Khan was 

accused of bigamy uncer section 494 of the Indian Penal Code. ACcord

ing to her case he had enbraced ISlam solely for the P\ll:p05e of 

marz:ying a seccnd time. Jai Sharma.- ns Javed Khan was known before 

his conversion married his first wife Puja Khanna according to Hindu 

rites. The marriage ran into troUbled waters within a year and Jai 
.., 

Sharma ·embraced islam in order to marry another girl known as Raj ani 

Ahuja who herself enbraced Islam and came- to be known as shayeeda. 

Puj a Khanna brought a case fo~ bigamy and conversion and obtained 

relie£72• 

The courts have repeatedly held that where the conversion 

is merely on the ground of obtaining some material benefit or gain 

of that religion and custom related to it. such conversions are 
invalid. such conversions are against public policy and morality 

and cannot be recognised by the courts, even the doctrin of factum 
0 

valet will not come to their aid because any action \'lhich is in 

deliberate violation of a legal rule cannot ever be valid73• 

72. Reported in· The Te.legraph, JUly 30th 1989. 

73. Ibid. See also JUliana Yonzone Vs Pratap Kymar, 14/85 and 22/88. 
Fi.led in the Ld Court of the District Judge at Darjeeling. ~~so 
Budhausa Rowther Vs -..F-a ... t.-1.-ms....!! AIR 1914 Mad 192. 



The facts of each and every case of conversion is to be 

viewed and weighed separately. Eacts of no two cases ctm have p.reca- · . 

oenc:e wer eacn other. ·:rhe backgrclll;ld the ciz:cumstance and inten

tions of the parties are some of the factors to be cc.nsidered while 

dealing with the cases of conversion. 'J.be Delhi High courts deCision 
" 

iS in direct contradistinction to the view widely held thus far 

that a man who converteCl himself to ISlam can marry a second time 

during the subsistence o.t the.. first marriage• only be Cannot. divo~e 

his firSt wife by 'J.'alaque. ~ihexe a woman embraces Islam, she may 

not marry dUring tbe subsistence of the first marriage as ISlam 

dces not allow polyandry74. 

Thus. conversion will be acc~.::pted uodally and legally only 

and if ·only it is for xeasons o£ deep md abiding faith. conversion 

of convenience is a kind o~ Insult to that reliyioo which is gove~ed 
0 

by some speCial faatu.tea not found in another J:ellgim• ccnversicn 

must essentially be based on _faith and spiritual satisfaction alone. 

If it is for the aubveraion of law. then it is no ccnversion at all. 

The phenomenoo of cODversial has a history of only two 

centuries and conversion has gradually ga~ned mcmentum and ia 

fully in keeping with the secular s~ir.it of the Indian con~itution 

but it must at any cost exhibit e broadness o£ mind ana faithfulness 

of the spirit. . 

74. BL.~2USa Rowther VS F~tima Bjj ., AI~ 1914 M~ 192. 

·t ,, 
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B. Leprosx7 5 a 

Leprosy is a grcund for divorce,. and "leprosy is curable. 

only a virulent and ~curable form of leprosy alone will give rise 

to a valid cause of action. However the human mind has a deep seated 

revulsion and fear for this disease. The people suffering from 

lepra~ suffer psychologically too, tor they ~elieve it to be 

contagious. painful and a result of soue dreadful sin. Ncne of this 

is of course true. Like so ma.'ly unreasc.nal:>le social fetter this is 

also __ .one. 

Apart from a sweeping statement that a wife should not be 

punished if she is averse on the husbands madness and crime,Menu 

is silent on the issue76• Dbannasastra is not however silt::nt on 

the issue. Parasara says a woman may seek to dissolve her marriage 

if· her husband has fallen. 'l'he word •fallen• is of a very wide 

connotation; within it is included a man who has leprosy or 

venera! disease, which were in those days believ:ed to be incurable 

and rewlt of sone sins 77 and :;esulted .in exconrnunication. Similarly 

Kautilya observes that i£ a man has become degraded or an ~tcaste 

or is fallen his wife may seek divorce on that gro\llld. By e similar 

analogy again a man sUffering from J:eprosy is to be brought t.mder · 

this provision. Kautilya takes a step further and adds that when a 

husband endangers the life of his wife she may seek to dissolve the 

-----------------------75. 1."'he Hindu Ha.g-ria.;~e Act. 1955. SeCtion 13. sub section ".(1) My 
marriage solemnised whether be. ore or after the commencement of 
this Act, may, on a pet.i tion presented by ei l;h(;:r the husband 
or the wife, be dissolved by a decree c.f divorce on the ground 
that the other party - • ••. (iv) has been suffering from a 
virulent and incurable fqrm of leprosy. 

76. Manu Smriti, Chapter IX. 79. see for original text I<ullaka Bhatta_, 
.r-tanu Smriti,Motilal Banarasi Das ... (1983 ). and for translation 
G. Buhler,1'he Laws of Manu., 1-\otilal Banarasidaa_,(l964). 

77. Par.;~Sara smriti, Chapter IV Verse 30. 
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marriage. Xhat means i.f a man by having a contagicus and virulent 

form of leprosy endangered the life of the wife she would be free 

to seek divoroe78• 

'l'hus,though ~prosy is an illness and no. one has any control 

over illness, it bore a stigma since days beyond a nemory. such an 

attitude no doubt perpetrates a social problem and ineffect con-

denned a man to an animal existence. 

Sociologists ~nsist that we should not allow our minds to 

be swayed by feeling$ of emotional loathing and revulsion with which 

leprosy patients have been treated. throughout human society in all 

countries throughout the world and that we should take a·very 

balanced and humane outlook and accept leprosy as simply another 

disorder that requires medical attention 79• 

This social approach can seldcm be followed in the married 

life. The spouse carmot be forced to lead a healthy marital life 
. I 

nor can they be corrpelled to overcome their prejudices.·· Keeping 

this in view and in order to strike a balance~1.aw and society, 

divorce is allowed where the disease is of virulent and contagious 

nature. This ·provision also aims to safeguard the health o£ the 

spouses and children. 
0 

79. KautJ.lya Arthasastra; Book II.I Chapter II Verse 48• For the 
Original Text see R. P. Kangle, Kautily_a Arthasastra; University 
Press, Bombay (1972) Part I. Fortranslatlon see Part II by 
the same author. Al.so v.I<. Gupta* ~tilyan Juri.~rudence, 
Published by B. K. Gupta.. 

79. swaraj~ Lakshmi Vs G,G. Padma Rao# AIR 1974 sc 165 
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·.co secure relief under t;.'lis provision of lew it must be by 

uninpeachable medical evidence that- (1} the disease is a contagious 

one and (2) it is incurable in nature. 'l'he latter is a predominant 

requisite. Even where the disease is a communicable one but curable 
y . 

• 
in nature will not entiUe tr.e spouses to seek the relief of divorce 

only on medical authentication of this fact can a marriage be 

dissolved. 

Divorce must be deellned where the disease has B.l.z:eady been 

corrmunicated by one spouse to another . and both are suffering from 

the same. A divorce, ma.rely to satisfy the vengeance of the wronged 

spouse would set an unh,"althy trend. 'l'hus here the cc.u.rts must seek 

to preserve the marrlage. 

where the wifE!o is living CMay from. the husband on account of 

his leprosy but claims rnain·tenance :f:rom him, the courts have held 

that the leprous husband cannot force her to cohabit with him nor 

can he use his aisease as a defence to resist maintenance80• 

Just as the inSane, the leprous also have no control over 

their disease. .i.'hough both iU"'e curable in most cases these socially 

unfair yet unavcidable. 

c. Veneral diseases81 

Veneral diseases are the result of sexual prcm.iscuity and 

80• I:!J Sheenappayya VS Raj emma alias l?admavati. ·p~D\ 1922 Mad 399. 

Slc; -.L'be Hindu l-1arriag~ ACt. 1955~ section 13 Sub section "(1) MY 
marriage solemnised, whether before or after the coiOIIenCement 
of this Act. ma.i• c..n a peti t.ion presented by ei the.r the husband 
or the wife. be dissolved by a decree of divorce on the ground 
that the other party- •••••• (v) has been su£fering from 
veneral disease in a communicable form •••••• • 
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has a psychological irrpact on the person whose spouse is suffering 
"' 

frc.m 1 t. ~hese are abhorent diseases which are the result of a reclt-

less life style. If such a disease is corrmunica'ble in nature, then 

it 15 a good ground for seeking divorce. ~he fact that a person 

is suffering from venera! disease or has in the past suffered frcm 

such a disease is sufficient to run the marriage into trc)ubled 

waters. 

If a spouse being aware of his or her disease has intercourse 

with the other or forces it upon the other, it will amount to 

inflicting an extrene form of cruelty upon the other. There is no 
0 

obligation on the part ot the court to dissolve the marriage if botll 

the spouses are -Suffering from the disease. 

~he existence of the disease is tu be ce;nsiaered frcm three 

points of view. 'l'hey are. (1) whether it is a breach of contract of 

marriage. (2) whether existence of the disease at the time of the 

marriage is cause enough to get it annuled and (3) whether any of 

the spouses contracting the disease after the marriage has a good · 

ground for divorce. 

Regarding the first query, contracting the marriage inspite 

of the disease results in a crime against socie.'t:y \'Ihere con·sortium 

vit<:e, the gratification of natural. passion is rendered laWful 

by marriage for the procreation of children to build a healthy 

society .. Violation of such a rule of society (or agreement or con

tract) inv·ariebly result: in a breach of contract. Specially if the 

disease is of a comm\lilicable nature, there remains the possibility 

ti 
.I 
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of the- other spouse and the futum child contracting the same. The 

le&~ will constrain no man to assume a position so full of perils 

to have placed withi.n his reach a lawful means of gratifying a pONer

ful passion at the risk of another•s health or life and the possi

bility of bringing into this world children in whose constitution · 

the sin of the father lurks and who may carry the disease by reason 

of its birth to this p~icular parents. 

AE> regards ques-t;:.ion number two, when, the disease prevents 

and obscures very purpose of marriage that is physical and emotional 

companionship1 gratification of natural passion and procreq.tion of 

children, such a marriage is worthy of annulment, and may be fitted 
. 82 

within the framework of that provision • 

. As for the third question, contracting venera! disease 

indicates that the spouse was having a sexual relationship with 

several other persons which ipso facto brings the action within 

the purview of adulte.ry and cruelty. such cruelty assumes an extreme 

form if one spouse begets the disease from the other1 and as such 

it comes to be recognised as a ground for divorce 83• But a mere 

0 

82. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955; Clause (c} of sub-Section (1) 
of Section 12. 

83. Birendra Kumar BiS\~as Vs Hemlata Eiswas AIR 1921 Cal 459. 
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alleg·ation that the other spouse is suffering from veneral disease 

is not sufficient. the alleged disease must be proved medically 

and beyond any doubt8•. Falsely alleging veneral disease of the 

other spouse is again a cruelty and renders the marriage dissolublS5• 

Existence of the disease in a person is a clear indication 

of the persons bad character and loose morals, or else it shows t.'1at 

the disease is inherited. In either case it has. a tremendous effect 

upon the mind irrespec::tive of whether the disease is curable or not. 

It is unwise to seek to preserve such marriages and when the parties 

approach the court, it shoudl have no hesitation in granting the 

relief sought. 

The social stigma that is attached with the illness is so 

intense and deep that the afflicted spouse is so affected psychole>

gically that often suicide is attenpted. Sanetimes the. fact of the 

unfaithfulness of one spouse drives the other to self de'i;truction. 

'l'he~£ore, the disease which has its roots in the camal plea.Sures 

of the body has the capacity to cwse the sure death of ·Che spirit. 

84. Madhusudan vs Chandrika1 AIR 1975 MP 174. 
0 

85. Probodh Kumar Pal Vs Kabita Pal. b'.a. s. No. 16/88, Filed at. 
the court of the Learned District Judge at Darjeeling. In 
this case the wife alleged veneral disease falsely. 
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D. sanyas 

Renunciation of the world at large and embracing another 

lOS 

" . religious order .1.$ known as sanyas. · The sanyasi by renounc.ing the ~ 

world renounces hiS gri.hasthasrama and all other material desire. 

The preachers of Dbarmasastra allow the marriage to end 

if the husband has either become a sanyasi or a reclus~. Narada 

says that another husl:>and is ordained for the wife if the husband 

adopts another religious ordlar87• ACcording to Parasara ,a woman 

may dissolve her marriage .if ber husband has become a recluse· or a 

sanyas1.88• Kautily~ does not say that the wife may divorce when the 

husband renounces the world but refusal to have conjugal relation-
0 

ship, according to hilt# is a good reason for divorce89• 

since adopting sanyas~ in effect. terminates t1IB marital 

tie. whether the person has actually adopted sanyas is a vital 

question. Ctherwise a person, in order to escape the obligations 

of marriage, may £imply pretend to have adopted sanyas. Therefore6 

it must be proved beyond any reasonable doubt that all the religious 

reqLirements· for the adoption of sanyas were conplied with. Adoption 

86. ·I'he Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. section 13. 11 (1) PJ!y marriage 
solemnis€:d whether before or after the corrmencemen t of this 
Act. may, on a petition presented by either the husba:1~ .or the 
wife be dissolved by a decree of divorce on.- the ground that 
the .other party - (viJ has renounced the world b't entering any 

87. 

sa. 
89. 

--religious order". 

N arada smriti xn:. 98. 

Parasara Smriti J.V. 30. 

Kautilya Arthasastra. 3.2.48 R. P. Kangle. Ka;;u;,;ti;::.::l.,Y.;:a;.,.:.;Ar:;.;:t;:.:h~as~as:::;..;:tr:::..:a 
Part I and II, university Press. Bombay (1~3). -, 
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of sanyas amounts to a civil death having effect on both marriage 

and succession. 

Religion and piety is good so long as it does not affect 

the life of the othercs. so, he who adopts sanyas before assuming 

any such marital obligations or does so only after the completion 

of all his responsibilities is beyond reproach. Adopting s any as 

while well burdened by family and matrimonial relationship is a 

callous escapism from life itself. 

It is easier to prove desertion than sanyas l::ecause in the 

latter case the whereabout of the spouse remains unknown and the 

wives find it very difficulL to sue them, even though when cne 

adopts sanyas, factum deserendi and animus deserendi coincide. only 

in desertion, the cause of action commences if it continues for a 

continuous period of two years, in sanyas the cause of action 

cvnurences at once subject to -the requirement uncer section 14 of 

the Hindu Marriage ACt90
• 

E. Presumption of neath91 

When a person is unheard of for more than a period of seven 

years by people who would have heard from him had he been alive, 

90. EVery petition under this section is to be presented after 
one year of compl~tion of marriage unless a special permission 
of the High Court is obtained on specified grounds. 

91. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, section 13 u (1) Any marriage 
solemnised, whether before or after the comnencement of this 
Act, may, on a petition presented by either the husband or 
the wife, b~ dissolved by a decree of divorce on the ground 

that the other party - (vii) has not been heard of as being 
alive for a period of seven years or more by those persons 
who would naturally have heard of it, had the party been alive. 
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it is presumed that he is dead •. In such an event the marriage 

became dissolvable. 

Presumption of death is conceded by the DhaJ:masastras. 

N arada allows it a prime irrportance where the wife is ordained another 

husband92• Parasara also allows a woman to marry if her husband is 

not heard of for ~a long time93 • Kautilya broadens the situation 

when he concedes divorce to a wife whose husband has g..:...ne to a 

foreign land and is unheard of for a long tine94• Manu95 on the 

other band prescribes an eight years waiting period £or the woman 

whose husband has gone off to another country. Though this eight 

years waiting period is the maximum limit. l-tanu does not specify 

what the woman should do after the said time limit expires. 

'l'he process of proving the case is pure· logic. If the peti

tioners contention regarding the silence of the husband is true, 
0 

92. Narada smriti, Chapter XII Versa 98. 

93. Parasara srnriti, Chapter IV verse 30. 

94. Kautilya Arthasastra, 3. 2. 48. For the original and the 
translated text see R. P. Kangle. Kautil.:fa Arthasastr~ Pat:t 
I & II University Press, Bombay (1972). 

95. Manu smriti, Chapter IX Verse 76, Kullaka Bhatta. Manu smriti 
f.-lotilal Banarasidas (1983) and G. Buhler, Lav1s cf Hanu, 
Motilal Banarasidas (1964). 
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then the case goes unchallenged, 1£ not, the spouse reappears or 

makes his wherecbcuts known than divorce move will be thwarted. 

The court can only ascertain the truth by advertisement and noti-

fications. 

MatrimOnial Causes 1 sustained Judicial Separation and non 
I 

restitution96• 

AS the law~ stands now, either spouse may get their marriage 

dissolved 1£ (1} the parties did not resume cohabitation for one 

year even after the passing of the decree of judicial separation, 

(2J they ha'Te failed to conply with the restitution of conjugal 

' rights for a _period of one year passed in favour of one spouse 

against the other. 

96. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, Section 13 • (1-A) Either party 
to a marriage. whether solemnised before or after the commence
ment of this act, may also present a petition for the dissolu
tion of t.he marriage by a decree on the ground - (1) that 
them has beep n<Y resumption of cohabit:ation between the 
parties to the marriage for a period of one year or upwards 
after the passing of a decree for judicial separation in a 
proceedings to which they were parties; or (ii) that there 
has· been no restitution of conjugal rights as between the 
parties to the marriage for a period of one year or upwards 
after the p~sing of a decJ:ee of restitution of conjugal 
riCJhts in a proceedings to which they ware the parties • .~.~ 
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TlUs is a roundabcut method o£ .recogn.ising the theory of 

irre~evable bxeakdown of marriage, for them is a distinct shift 

of eupbasis involved l'iere. It sbCMs that whoever was tbe so called 

guilty party in the previous litigation~ he or she has taken_no 

steps to correct it or atone for it. In other words the so called 

guilty party in the marriage, simply does not care whether the 

marriage can be saved or not. 

un.4er the circumstances, the legislative poli.cy enshrined in 

this provision is clear. It makes divorce liberal for the parties 

whose marriages have suffered irreparable damage. 'l'his involves 

least bitterness and hostility and maximum human understand.1ng97• 

Thus this section affords relief to the parties who cannot even 
.. 

agxee to disagree. such is the extent of their mutual intolerance 

and hatzed. 

Where one of the spouses lead an adulterous li.fe and the 

other spouse obtains a Oe<:ree of judicial separation, but the 

•gu.t.lty'l spouse does not make amends nor corrects his or herself, 

there will only be a sustained judicial separation. Take the situa

tion whem one spouse had deserted the other spouse without any 

reasonable grounds with a view to live in adultery and· a decree of 

restitutiOD of conjugal rights is passed against him or her. In 

this situation with or without efforts restitution cannot be affected. 

~ 

97 • Birnala Devi Vs Singh Raj 1 AIR 1977 P & H 167 
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N CM, what should the court do in these ciJ:cumstances? Will. granting 

a divorce decree not encourage these aberrative practices? And help 

one to take advantage of the situation? The answer prima facie would 

appear to be in the positive, but in real! ty 1 t would not amount to 

encouragement. The foregoing hypothetical questions only reflect 

a hapless state of marri.ed life. Refusal to grant a decree would 

not make them live together and lead a happy conjugal lite again. 

J: have mat people who are 11 ving in separation due to the s:lmilar 

situations enshrined above. A few women have told me that they aJ:e 

going to context the divorce when it comes up before the court. I 

asked them the reasa~ for this, would they then lead a happy life 

with their husband. They denied such possibilities. They said that 

they knew the~ would have to continue in a state of ae facto divorce 

but they would context the case (of course win it also) 1n order to 

punish the husbands and avenge themselves. 

such marriages therefore. even if made to ·subsist, would be. 

unhealthy enpty shell marriages. socially~ these marriages ~-. 

better dead than aliv~. 'l'hewfore,. even if one spouse is hurt and 

emotionally aberrated,. the court takes a right s-tep when it .dissolves 

such marriage. espec:;ially in view of the fact that even if divorce 

is declined to the parties on contest, they continue to live in a 

state of de facto divorce, often continuing the aaul terous relatioo

ship which formed the cause of action of the suit. Divorce will at 

least enable the other spouse to tuJ:D a new leaf o 
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But so long as matrimonial laws are not broad enough to 

warrant the dissolution of marfi&ge Cl1 the sole ground of irretrie

vable break down of marriages, each case will have to be assessed 

upon whether one spouse is takin~ advantage of his or her own wrong 

and the -court will very often be put in a dilemma in such cases. 

one must xemember that after a decree of judicial separation 

neither of the spouses have an obligation to cohabit with the other 

spouse. In judicial separation, both parties are relieved from all · 
0 

types of marital obligation, only the fact of the marriage exists. 

Therefore, failure of the spouses to make amends md resume and 

reactivate the conjugal life does not amount to the ·spouses taking 
. 98 

advantage of their own wrong • Yet. in every case of sustained judi-

cial separation and non restitution, this question of whether the 

spouses are taking advantage of their wrong arise and very valuable 

judicial time is wasted in debating the issue. 

It cannot also be ruled out that with the usual cunning of 

the litigative party, a spouse may obtain a decree for restituticn 

against the other and does not enforce the same ~ith the sole ·purpose 

of o~taining a divorce with least ado at a later date after the 
I . . . . 

lapse of the statutory period. But such conduct or abuse of lew can 

be prevented through legislative measures alone but as matters stand 

now, disinclination to execute the decree in ones favour with an 

ulterior motive of obtaining a decree of divorce is not prohibitea 

98. Smutra Manna vs Gobinca Chandra Manna 92CWN 2541 Jethabhai Vs 
Manabai, AIR 197S Bom 881 Dharmendra Kumar vs Usha Kumar!, 
AZR 1977 sc 2218. 
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legally and divorce cannot be declined on that ground99• where a 

dec.ree of restitution 1s passed in favour of one spouse against 

the other, there is no decreetal obligation on the part of the 

spouses to resume cohabitation although there is .. -a marital ·and a 

moral obligation to do so. Thus, a spouse even after obtaining a 
. .....-

decree of restitution, (if a spouse) does not offer his or her society 

to the other, still, he or she may cbtain a decree under this pro
visioo100. 

'l'herefore, .behind this innocuous provision of law, there 

is the cardinal principle that let no l.EIW' compel the union of man 

and woman who have decided to separate. If they desire to be 'btro 

why should the lew insist that they be one. where the marriage, 

de facto, has .become defunct, where .is the obligation to keep it de 

jure alive? If this is so., and the provision ultimately aima at 

this, then why no~ adopt a more direct and forthright approach and 
. 

accept irretrievable breakdown simpliciter as a ground for divorce? 

This roundabout acceptance of the inevitable· leads to the 

prolongation of the agony o£ the spouses. There is a loss of much 

valued 1itigative time which is used up debating issues l~ taking 

advantage of own wrong etc, specially keeping in view of the huge 

back log of cases in every court in India. 

99. 

100. 

Radba Kumari·va K.M.I<. Nair, Am 1988 Ker 235. 

Mita Gupta Vs Prabir Kumar ~tf. 93 CWN so, GaJna Devi Vs 
PUrushattam Girl~ AIR 1917 De 73, Dharmen,a vs usha AIR 
1977 sc 22i8)' Anil va sudhaben. AIR 1978 Gu~74. sEOJ Rani 
Va sudharshan, -n::R 1984 sc 1SG2. 
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Matrimonial causea special Gr;ouqd of Divorce for the wife 

113 

under the Hinc:lu Marriage Act, the wife has been conceded 
" 

certain special groundS an which she may dissolve her marriage in · 

a cow:t of law (1) B.tgamr102 a with the lapse of _almost three and a 

half decade. the ])igamous marriages which took place befoxa the cut 

off year 01: 1955. have become antiquated. The provision-. further loses 

significance since bigamy baa been covered from different aspects . 

under the law. At the very outset, for a valid Hindu marriage, neither 

party should have a spoUse Uving at the time of the marri_age103 and 

of such marriages, therefore, if perfo~ed in contravention_of this 

rule, would ipso fact~ be null and. void104• Inspite of this. if a 

101. The Hindu Marriage ACt. 1955. ~ub section (2) of section 13 
provides four special grounds under which the w.ife alone 
•mew al.so p.resent a petition for the dissolution of her 
marriage•. -

102. Ibid Clause (1) of sub-section (2) of Secticn 13 states that, 
11 1n the case of. any mq.rriage solemnised before the comnencement 
of this Act, that the h~and had married again before auc:h 
commencement -or that any other wife of the husband married 
before such conmencement was alive at the tiiDa' 'of the solem
nisa~on of the marriage of ~ petitioner: •••••••• 

103. Ibid. Clause (i) of section S. While discussing the 
conditions of a HJ.ndu marriage la»'• down that 11A marriage 
ma,y be. solemni_sed between any, two Hindus, i~. ~-following 
conditions are fulfilled namely - (i) neither party has a 
spouse living at the time of the marriage • .; ••• ••,. ·· -- ·-

104.- Ibid. section 11 reads as 11 AnY marriage solennise.d after the 
commencement of ~s ACt shall be null and void and mayr on 
other party be so declared by a decree of nullity if it 
contravenes any of the conditions ~ecified in clauses (1), 
(iv) and (v) of section .a•. 

: f 
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person marrid a second time while he or she has a spouse living, 

then they can be prosecuted under the criminal laws as we11
105

• 

'l'h8 wife of the earlier valid marriage cannot have the 

subsequent bigamous marriage decl med as void under the Hindu lw • 

neither can she h~ the subsequent marriage dissolved under any 
106 provision of divorce • But she has one weapon to fight the case. 

she can sue her husband on the ground of adultery for having had 

-sexual iDtercourse with a person other than his wife i.e. herself. 

Marrying again after the act bas come into force, that is ... after the 

cut off year o£ 1955, is certainly adultery, and i£ he is living 

with the other woman as if she ~re his wife, then she is living . . 

in adultexy. Unlike criminal law, where the validity Of bDth the 

marriages are to be proved to the hilt and beyond any reasonable 

dwbt, the charge of adultery will be sustained even U the subse

quent marriage was defective and invalid107• In that case criminal 

1 os. 'I'he Indian fenal coae, 18 60. section 494 reads 0 vlboever having 
a ·husband or wife living, marries in any case in which such 
marriage is void by mason of 1 ts taking place during the "life 
of such husband or wife, shall .be punished with imprisonment 
of either description for a· term which may extend to seven 
years and sball also be liable to fine" and section 495 
reads uwhoever con:mits an of;ence in the last pxeced.ing 
section having concealed from the person with whom the subse
quent marriage is contracted, tbe fact of the fo.z:mer marriage 
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for 
a term which may extend to ten years and shall also be liable 
to fine. 

106• Umashankar Vs Radha Devi, AIR 1967 Pat 229 _ 

107. Chapda Vs Nandu AIR 1965 MP 268. Geetabai Vs Fattoo AIR 1966 
--MP 130. J. Duncan M Derret. • A Round up of Bigamous Marriages• 

Bom Law Reporter Vol. LXIX Pg 90 as d.ted in .Essays in ·classical 
and Modern Hindu Law by the sane author. 
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108 
1 aw will also come to o the aid of the aggrieved spouse • but the 

d1f£iculty is that under the criminal lar~, adulter.t is to be proved 

beyond any .r:easonable doubt, but the matrimonial le111 has no such 

stringent xequirement. 

To prove a marriage valid or an adultery beycnd a reasonable 

doubt is a very dlificult thing in the criminal la.r,. with the result 

that very raxely does the bigamist or the adulterer face any conse-;. 

quences of their aeede 'l'he least the courts can do is condemo it 

as a very reprehensible soc:.t al conduct. 

The Dharmasastra is totally ·silent on the question of bigamy 
-

even though Hindu sastras are monogm1cus in nature. Therefore bigamy 

tho.....lgh rep~hensible bas become · a social fact. 

(ii) sexual And unnatural Offeacea109 a 'l'be \<rife may seek divorce 

on the ground of the lmsbands perverted and unnatural sexual

behaviour. These offences are also punJ.shable under the criminal 

·law but only. on a conclusive evidence alone110• But tmder. the 

108. The Indian J?enal Co<e,. 1806,. Section 497,. nwhoevel:' bas sexual 
·intercourse with a person who is or whom he knows or has xeason 
to believe to l:le the wife of aqotber man,. without the con~t 
or connJ.vance of that ma.n. sucn sexual inte~rse not amounting 
to the offence of rape is guilty of the offence of adultery 
and shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 
of. a term which may _eXtend to five years or with fine or with 
both. In sue~ cases the wife shall not be punishable as an 
abettor. 

109. 'I'he Hindu Marriage Act, 1955• Clause -(ii) of SUb-section (2) 
of section 13 reads that, 11A wi£e may· also pxesent a petition 
for the dissolution of her marriage by a deCree of divorc::e 
on the ground - (ii) that the husband has,. since the solamni
sation of marriage. guilty of rape, sodomy or bestaiali ty, 
or ••••··· 

110. Under the Indian Penal Code, 1806., section 377. a carnal 
intercourse against. the order of nature with any man, woman 
Ol' animal is made punishable as unnatural offences and the 
offence of rape is defined un~ sec:tion 375. 
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matrimonial laws, if a se~ of circumstances point towards tbe 

commission of that offence it would be taken as a sufficient proof. 
0 

(iii) Upholding the wife's claim of maintenance111 a Where the courts 

have upheld the wife's claim of maintenance in a maintenance suit, 

the wife, in the subsequent divorce case beccmes entitled to tbe 

relief of divorce thexeby again upholding the theory of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage ~d avoidance of multiplicity of litig~tions. 

This is also similar to section 13 (1-A}. 

(iv) Reppdiation of ttarriage by the bride. 112 a Wbere the marriage 

has taken place between t~ parties when the gir 1 was below the age 

of fifteen and very young. she can repudiate her_ marriage on mach

ing the a~e of fifteen but before attaining the ··age· of eighteen. 

Her marriage may be dJ,ssolved on such repudiation. 'l'his prov:is.ion 

111. 'lbe Hindu !-1arriage Act. 1955, section 13 (2) (i~). z:eaas as • (2} 
wife may also present a petition for the dissolution· of her 
marnage by a decree of divorce on the ground •••• '(ii.t) "that 
in a suit under seotion ,_a of tbe Hindu Adoptions and NainteQance 
ACt. 1956. or in a proceeding UDder section 125 of the .code.of 
Criminal Proc:edw:e. 1973. or under the corresponding section 
488 of the code of criminal Procedure 1898, decree or order, 
as the case may be. bas been passed againt.>t the husband award
ing maintenance i;o the wife not withstanding that she was living 
apart and that since t\1e passing of such Clecree or oraer, 
cohabitation be~n the parties has not been resumed for one 
year or upwatds or •• Iii •• 11 

112. Ibid. Clause (iv) reads •• • • that her marriage, (whether 
consummated or not) was solemnised :before she attained the 
age of fifteen years and she bas repudiated ~ marriage after 
attaining th~ age but before attaining the age of 18 uears• • 

• 
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is fraugh-t with danger because young men can be exploited urid8i 

this section. Take the CaSG of a girl of fiteen who repudiates her 

' marriage because her parents wants her to do so. Here, 'in these 

types of marriages parental whim is more at play than the wisdom Qf 

the child-woman of the marriage, for these children hardly can take 

an individual and independent dec;:ision at such an young age. 

Matrimonial cause a Divorce by Mutual Consent113 a The decme by 

mutual consent is the least painful- process of divorce and is one 

of its smoothest form. HCMever, in this healthy procedure .tbe legis

latw:e still reqUires that (1) a' reconciliat.ton proceeding should 

be affected and (2) mere agreement to divorce is not enough; ~Y of 
' 

the groUilds established uncer s. 13 of the Hindu Marriage ACt, should 

be there. 

This provision has e two WQ¥ operation. It allats a··•ix months• 

time limit to the petitioners to withdr$1 the petition if tbey change. 

their decision to dissolve the ma;-riage. Should they decide to go 

ahead sith their decision to dissolve the marriage. they may do so 

113. The Hindu Marricfge ACt• 1955• Section 13-B • (1) Subject to the 
provisions of this Act ~ petition for dissolution of marriage 
by a decree of divorc::e may be presented to a district court 
by" .both the parties- to a. marriage together whether such marriage 
was soiemised before or after· the camnencement of . the Marriage 
Lars AmBndment ACt. 1976. on the ground that they have been 
living separately for a period of one year or more. that they 
have not been able to live ·together and they have mutually 
agreed that the marr~age should be dissolved. 
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after the expiry of initial six months and within eighteen mcntbs 

from the data of filing the petition. The.tefore. not only is the 

requirement of court reconciliation complied with but the spouses 

are granted a six month "thinking period" • tbe.z:eby another reconci-

liation attempt is made. 

Amon-g the propounders of Dharmasastra. I<aut1lya alone adVocated 

mutual disaffection a8 a 91;_ound for the dissolution of marriage114. 

Since mutual consent or. mutual disaffection is good enough 

to end the marriage by analogy one would tend to fc:!el, that · 1£ the. 

concemed spc;uses enter into an agreement or a compromise to end .u 

the marri_age, then• it should be enough for the court to dissolve' 

the marriage, Ha.Jever, that is not the case. The court insists en 

the followinga 

1. whether such agreement or conpromise is a lawful one. 

2. Whether such agreement or canpromise satisfy the requimment 

o£ section 23 ·Of the Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. 
0 -. 

3. Whether any of the grounds specified for divorce in the 

1\Ct exists. 

4. Satisfaction of the c?urt on the foregoing requi.tementa11S. 

114. Kautilya Arthasastra 3.3.15-19. For original text $ee 
R. P. Kaogle. Kautiila Arthasaatra. Part I. university 
Press. Bombay (1972. For translated text see Part. II of 
the sane book by the same-· author. For furthaL' reference ... 
see v.K. Gupta. The Kautilian JUrisprudence, B.D. Gupt.~ 
Gali Arya samaj. -Delhi (191). 

115 • .Apuma Mohan Ghosh vs. Manashi Ghosh I (1990) DMC 145,. 
0 
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These stringent requirements depriVe the section ~ thereby the 

spouses to the marriage. tbe real facility and inherent dignity of 

the mutual consent. 

At the Indian scepe, the judiciary and the · legislabu;a have 

talcen upon themselws the dUty and the responsibility of trying to 

reconcile each marriage and protect one spouse from the other. They 

fail to understand that the xequ.trement of s. 23 of the Hindu 

Marriage Act. must have been essential in tbe 1950s and the 1960s 

when the social transformation was just initiated. ~oday. however 

strict adherence to thJ.s sectJ.on dOes . not appear to be keeping tune 

with the time and people. The only thin(,\~ the cow:t can insist upon 

1s that. where the spouse has been coercively. and in collusion made 

to apply for the divorce under mutual conaent, be or she should 

bring the fact to tbe notic:e of the. court within six months of the 

petition. 

Them iS no doubt that the legislation has bestowed upon 

the court a duty to fight a last ditch battle to save the marriage 

but the trUth ~s that even if the court wins the battle apparently 

and officially. vezy few o£ such marri.ages have been patched up. 

~ will be seen from tbe _s\Jbsequent chapters, J: have come across many 

cases in tb! course of my empirical study that even where the court 

baa deClined to grant the divofree rellef, the parties did not· press 

the case and the suit has been dropped for non prosecution ~r. -~fault 

or the case bas been witbarcm and the parties are still not living 

together and continu.i.n~ with the marriage. 
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During rec:onciliatJ.on, the parties sometimes agree to try 

again. sanetimes out of emotional reaction, which is of very tenpo

rary natuxe, sometimes people agree to reconcile out of fear. and 

belief that not to agree with the courts reasoning will be a kind 

of contempt for which they will .be punished. Even where divorce 

1s ·dSC:liDed\because a spouse is taking advantage of his or her own 
·. 

wrong, or wbSre an el~ment of fraud and coercion is involved, they 

come e&~ay from the colirt empty handed only to le.ad a life of de 

:fedto divoJ:Ce. To my mind this is a worse social problem and it is 

better to dissolve the marriage whe%'8 the parties are pleading th~t 

they cannot ccntinue to live together. 

To that. exten~ :t am in full agreement with P.A. Choudaey 

J 116 when he says that it is a well settled proposition of law, that 

a statutory-provision though mandatoey in for~ can yet ·be treated 

as directory in substance. In my opinion, the requirement . c£ caution 
0 

UDder s. 23 of the Hindu Marriage ACt is only directory i~ substance 
• 

though mandatory in natuxe. Justice Chowdhury 'opines that. the 

desigia of the leu expresses its liberalising tendency by providing 
" 

relief to the parties on the basis of thei·r m~t\;al consent from their 

broken marriages. This relief is granted by bringing aboUt a profound 

alteration in the concept qf Hindu Marriage. By that alteration law 

has definitely set its face against forcible perpetration of -the 

116. P. A. Cboudary J. in Om Prakash Vs K. Nalini AIR 1986 A.P. 
167 at :~; ·_,:..-t page 169. 
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status of matrimony bet~n unwilling partners. A procedural pro-
0 

vision must be interpreted as a handmaid to justice in order to 

further and advance the .interest of justice and not es a technical 

rule. \.oJhen ·the cou.rt is satis~ied that in the intenst of justice, 

primarily to the spouses, then to the society,· the marriage must 

be broken, the court must put the marriage tie asunder. ADd what 

can be a greater • sat! sf action• then tbe fact that both the spouses 

feel that they cannot continue with the marriage. 

Therefore, when the parties to the marriage seek divorce on the 

stz;ength of an ag.r:eement or compromise they have entexed into, the 
0 

court should not hesitate to dissolve the marriage on the strength 

of that document. This s~ntiment and reasoning has been upheld 
117 . 

by the Law Commission • when it said that the essence of marriage 

is a sharing of cornrron life., a sharing of all happiness that life 

has to offer, and all the miseries that has to be faced in life, 

an experience of joy th~ comes fran enjoying canrnon things of the 

matter and of the spirit. from showering love and affection to ones 

offspri~gs. Living together is the symbol of such sharing in all its 

aspects. Living apart is a syrrbol indicating a negati.on of such 

sharing. It is indicative of disruption of the ~sSence of marriage 

a "bxeakdown11 
. -- I 

and if it continues for a fairly longer period,. it 

would indicate the destruction of the essence of marriage-" irre~ie

vable :t)J;eakDown". 'lhat being so. when the parties to the marriage 

117. Lew Carmission, 71st Report a Irretrievable Breakdown of 
Marriage AS a Ground for Divorce11 Para 62, Goverriment of ~, 
India Publication. 
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after living apart for a year or more approaches the court on mutual. 

consent, that they would like to get their marriage dissolved, the 

court should have no hestitation to. do so unless e.ither of. tha 
" 

parties approach it before the expiry of six months on the ground • 

of call us ion and fraud. 

In view of the foregoing reasons stated above, I cannot 

help but agree with Madan Mohan PUDchhi J. when he says that,. the 

fruitful years in human life being sLort, the po:ssibilities of the 

litigating partJ.es rearranging their lives after the divorce by 

mutual consent ·also seem to have been the persuasive factors for 

granting instant relief, and when satisfied that there is no collu-

sion, the matrimonia1o court can dissolve the marriage by a decree · 

of divorce between two Hindus. It ca."l do so on t.lJe basis of a 

conpromise enter-ed into between the parties without strictly follow

ing the time lapses prescribed under the provision of mutual consent 

under section 13-B of the Hindu Mar.d.age Act of 19SS# but only after 

satis£ying itself of the apsence of collusion etc as required under 

s. ·23 of Hindu l"~arriage Act, 1955 to be brcught ~o the notice of 

the court within six months of filing the petition118• 

~be concept of mutual consent is novel to Hindu law. Hitherto-

fore, the concept to divorce envisaged in the law was based upon the 

fault theoxy. To dissolve a wedlock, the courts .. would have·· to set 

118. M.M.Punchhi J. in omt Krishna I<hetarpal vs Satish Lal 
AIR 1987 P&H 191 at paraa 16, 17 at pages 196, 197. 
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out to diacover who we$ the guilty spouse and due to whose guilt 

did the marriage reach such inpasse. But under mutual consent the 

parties. without blamiilg each other can agree to dissolve t~ wed

lock ~d go their independent ways to begin life afresh, and under 
< 

such circumstances the requirements under s. 23 of the Hindu 

Marriage Act should. have no relevance at all. 'l'he spirit of the law 

is being overlooked by the courts when divorce law has been restruc

tu.r:ed and liberali:;;ed by shifting thJ!t concept from fault theory 

to breakdown theory • this section should not be alloo'led to cast its 

shadow on this healthy trend. 
0 

CCNCLUSICN 

The right of divorce is~ a phenomenon which found a concxete 

shape in the statutory law about three and a half decade back. That 

is not to ~ay that the customary foxm of divorce was not prevalent 

among the lower castes in the ancient and medieval society. It also 

does not mean that the _precepts of subsequent law givers like· 

Yajnavalkya, Parashara, Na.rada and Kautilya were entirely baseless. 

The reflection is on the development that took place in the society 
0 

frcm which the modern t~:end. of thought has emerged. 'l'he concept of 

divorce lay dcrmant in the ancient and medieval time. its staturori

sation merely resulted in the universalisation ot tbe concept of 

divorce which hithertofore was latent within the idea of marriage 

itself and prevalent among the l<:Mer castes. 

Divorce was shunned by Manu. 'l'o him a marital tie was for 

keeps .. Nothing could terldnate the marital relationship between the 
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husband and the wife. Subsequent lar givers like Yajnavalkya. Parasha

ra.. Narada and Kaut.ilfa conceded the ri<;..ht of divorce under certain 

speci£ic dircumst~es. In a natahell those circunstances are as 

follows a 

a) c.J:Uelty, _(b) desertico. (c) adultery. (d) excommunicaticn. 

(e) have not been heard of for a long time, (f) impotency, 

(g) apostacy~ (h) sexual offences, (1) other crimes. 

The same causes among few more form the ground of divorce. un6er 

the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

In the medieval society • these causes were treated to be 

a criminal offence first and the marriage ended 3S a further reac-

tion to the said offence. In other words, the reason behind termina-

ting the marriage was that either of the spouses were guilty of 

committing a criminal offence.. This way such termination of marriage 

was also a part of the punishment. under the Hindu Marriage t.ct, 

1955 all the matrimonial causes are not consicered as c;:rimi.n&l 

offences. Acts of adultery~ intoxication. sexual offences. fall 

within the c::ategocy of crimes and also within th<~ purview of Indian 

Penal Code. But if a divorce is sought on any of the grounds that 

is both a criminal offence and a matrimonial caur.;e the only cutccme 

of such a litigation would be either denial or d~ree of dissolu-

tion of the marriage depending upon the merit of the case. I£ one 

•11ishes to secure a punishment for those acts as criminal offence. • 

then one would have to proceed in a criminal court.. This diversi

fication of the cause of actiQn on the same offence was absent in 

the nedieval time. 
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·In the medieval time the social structure and tbe social 

status of . women were such that the very thought of divorce would be 

considereCi a mortal sin. 'l'hings are different today. Even though 

soc.iety looks askance at a divorced woman, her social status is 

relatively much di£fefent from the earlier times and she can at 

least think of seeking a matrimonial remedy in court. 

If Hindu JUrisprudence is stuaied for the purpose of 

restructuring the past only, then Hinduism will. be left possessed 

with antiquity alone. MY purpose of studying the Hindu jurispru

dence regarding marriage with the ~~odern Hindu law relating to 

marriage ·is to evaluate the extent to which the modern law is rooted 

in the medJ·.eval law. It can be doae from three different angles, 

one. establish the point of linkage of the ancient law with the 

modern law, seccnd. evaluation o:t the contiuuity md m"--ulding of 

the mod.e.r:n law with the sestric law and thirdl~· ·t.o estal:>lish ~ba 

extent to which the sastric law has influenced the modern 1~ •. 

A descriptive a.sses£ment of both the .sastric and the moaem 

lar~ sha.ts that certain behavioural aspects o£ marria9e. that were 

found to be socially offensive o.ux·ing ~ sastric .Period are still 

held to be offensive in the modern umes, example. adultery. sexual 

offences etc. Yajnavalkya, Parasara. Narada and Kautilya have agreed 

that impotenc;~, apostacy, insanity., desertion, conversion. being 

unheard of for a long time can each be a good reason for terminating 

marriage. The Statute lays down the same very groundS as causes of 

divorce. These w:e also the points where the sastric law and the 
0 

modern law' J;emaiiis linked together. 
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aut sastric principles cannot be said to be the descriptions 

of the ancient society.alone. These descriptive prescriptions were 

obeyed as soei al norms for the same reascns as todays laws are 

obeyed by the people. 'l'bexefore those principles can be evaluated 

from within the context of the modern values. 

l~anu prohibited divorce. adultery is declared to be an 

offence. He recognised that ~hen a person is unheard of for a long 
0 

time he puts the woman in a social peril and he does condemn sexual 

offences. However when Yajnavalltya· and others held that these could 

be reason enough to terminate a marriage. it onl.f showed that 

society had changed and peOple were. forced to rethink on marriage 

so as to grant the right of divorce. This not only signifies a 

social change but also a change in human thought and re1ationsi1ip. 

An element of continuous social <ievelopment is involved here. When 

the Hindu .Marriage ACt was enacted, the same very reasons found 

their way into the enactment as grounds of divorce. Thus what was 
. ' 

found to be offensive and irregular by Manu at one time was thought.. 

to be reo.Lon enough to dissolve marriage subsequently and went a 

step further when they; wem statutorised and legitimised as ·grounds 

of divorce. Thus a continuity between the sastric and the modern 

lar.r can be establi:::hed. 

A dharmasastri and a modern law framer both perceive themselves 

aa teachers of morality and justice. Both clearly prescribe what 

ought to ba done rather than t.~ng into account what is being 

done. Reforms of 1955-56 may mean a deviation from the sastric 

traditlons but the norms of the .sastras continued to influence the 

modern law of marriage. For example the fault theory of marital · 
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dissolution can be traced back to the sastra. Every dharmasastri 

attributed a sense of guilt to the matrimonial causes rather than · 

treating it as an accidental situation for which both the spouses 

are equally responsible and relating to the irneediate causation of 

the situation back to multifarious socio-economic and psychological 

reasons. This is a direct influence oi the sastra. The structure 

of the family, the relationship between the husband end the wife 

are to a large extent in£ luenced by traditional views. This is. mo.r:e 

so b-ecause the India."'l society itself is in the tight grip of the 

sa.stras and sccial and moral standardS are still being set up under 
0 

their influence. 

The ups and ccwns, the discontent and the discord of the 

marriage was the same as in t..'le ancient and mOdern society. Both 

the society has PeOple with feelinc;s and emotions .. Divorce is merely 

a consequence of such discontentions. Divorce lew ;t:er se cannot keep 

the ties of conjugal life together. 'l'hese laws cannot be made the 

keeper of morality and conscience, they simply put a legal stamp 

over the inevitable b.xeakdown of marrias;e. 

Neither the cllarmasastra, nor the Modern Hindu law has delved 

deeply into the cause of the marital breakdO"~m. Wlcr..out delviilg 

deep~y inco this the question of the real cause of divorce cannot 

be solved. A glance. beyond the c'-urt rooms and the parliamentary 

debates and into realm of reality reveals that socio-econol'"liC and 

psychological factors are involved here. 

The subsequent chapter seeks to look into these factors of 

marriage. 

There is 

an at terrpt is 

a crying need for social. engin.:.:ering in this area and 
I 

made to achieve the s arne in this work. 


